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In evaluating the culture of a race, age, or group of 
people, archeologists and historians pay much attention to 
the arts which flourished in thet age. By certain criteria 
the difference between man and animals is not very great. 
The dog can see, hear, smell, and in a sense do most of the 
things which man can do. Human bein~s have certain abili-
ties, however, which make their life and activities quite 
different. First of all, man's store of wisdom is cumulative. 
The animals must rely upon first hand experience for 
knowledge, while man, because of his superior methods of com-
munication, can use all the knowle?-ge which the race has 
accumulated. In the second place man has been able to make 
and use to6ls which have made him able to cope with the 
elements to better advantage than the beasts. Lastly, man 
has been able to express his deeper feeling in art and music. 
Since ar>G is one of the three important factors in differ-
entiating man from beast it is not surprising· that the 
+------eva-luat·:ton-of-man+s-cuJ:t ure -- is ·part :ta-1-ly --deter rnined--by-:-t-he,---
arts which he has created and developed. 
In life certain things are absolutely necessary to the 
continued existence of the individual. We Must all have food, 
clothing, and shelter. Without these-necessities of life we 
-----e-acnne-t--c-leng-e~--i-s-t-. -T-he-savage mus t-s_p end most-of'--h-1-s-t-i-me-p;t!.O-
curing these things, because his methods are crude and his 










techniques of getting the necessities end as a result we have 
more time to spend on art and recreation. Ju-t is not abso ... 
lutely necessary to the existence of men. VThen Jesus seid, 
"l1:an shell not live by bread [ l.one ;,1 he did not say that me.n 
could not live by bread e_lone. Art flourishes where man has 
battled with the elements and been able.to do it well enough 
to make it possible to devote some tliQe to art. 
In .America art has every opportunity to flourish. Our 
technological advances have rnede the nativities nec_essary 
to get the necessities of life less demending upon the indi-
vidual. 1'£e.n' s vwrk is no loneer from sun to sun and most of 
mother's work can now be dorie by a host of new devices. 
Music is pert of the training of practically every school 
child in .L\.merica. The methods of music education are more 
efficient and we no longer feel that music is only for the 
few. Every year there is a new crop of amateur musicians coming 
out of the schools who are t;ble to make beeutiful music. 
'rhe radio has taken its pl&ce in every hor:J..e. Eusic is thus 
brought right into the living room. 1/usic, because of its 
~1---------------~------------------
---- - ---innately interesting quality will stimulate more interest--in 
music after the radio has hed time to meke music more a part 
of life. With all these advanta,ses music should become one 
of the gret1t driving forces in Arnericen life. 
1\·Iusic, however, faces a rather difficult future. l~usi-
1--+--~--------'----------------- -------- ----- -- -- - ----------~------------
cal performance as a profession has become so eztremely 
I 
v 
overc11 owd.ed. that even the very talented person cs.nnot expect 
to meke music the basis for a finsncielly secure livelihood. 
The excellenc~ and. reod.y ave ila bili ty of music due to the de-
velopmen~ of radio broadcasting often discoUreges the amateur 
in his srr1bition to try to play for his own enjoyr0.ent. So 
I 
;--- -------------
here we have two factors which t;hreaten the future of music. 
l!--------':l111:+:18-:a-1:l-r-Fr8-e-r-e-f-B:~e-f-e-s~s-i-e-B-e-l-r-:ttl-s--:i:-e-i-e-H.-S-\1i-1-le-e-J:-e-e-S-±-e-t-e-II~&lfe-a----------
living is diminishing end the a:r:1a teur is in r.:any ce.ses not 
continuing to par~icipate in music after he hc.s left school. 
Thus music is becordng a spectc tor's o.rt, with e. few pro-
fessione.ls doing the playing and those who vwn·t to hear music 
doing the listening. It seens questj_onable whet;her es an ETt 
music will continue to grow in America u.n6.er such conditions. 
'rhe possibili t;{ of 1:1oking music a more secure so_urce of 
income for the :professional musician does not seem to offer i-
u 
much hope for the future of nus ic. How eve}~, the possibility 
of meking rnus ic rriore a part of the life of the people through · 
ame.teur participetion offers a possibility fo:c further gro\"lth 
of rfl'Usic which may help to meke musie: a truly worthwhile part 
. of our culture. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to erumine the fi6ld of 
post school instrumental music. ?ost school instrwnental 
music, for the _9Ur!_)oses of this thesis, slwll be defined as 
music ple_yed by e,roups of people who ll~1ve 1oft school through 
instruments e.s emateurs or es fj emi-pro fesr:: ionel:3. While the 
vi 
. study VIes lirdted to C,3ntrel Celifornif. nuch of· the 6.Etf: ob-
ts inecl is probe bl:;r not confined to Gentrc 1 CE lifornie but 
cpnlies to e certcin decree ~11 over the United Ststes. 
Instrur:centel s:nd vocel n~usic have L::ny t.hin&~s in common. 
l':uch v.ihich c sn be se id for vocE l rnus ic hol.ds true in the fielC.. 
of instrurr~entcl music. 'J:his })Bpe·r ·will be lh!ited to instru-
rnent2l music. ':Che histor7 of Cr~lifornia music 'Nill be 
reviewed to cle~er5ine the background upon which perticipetion 
in post school depen~s. This thesis will also establish the 
vc.lus of post school rEusic to the indivi6.uel, the corHJUnity, 
c:nd IrlUSic iGself; the or)port.ulliL.ies in post school music 
which exist at the present time; the attitucles of the indivi-
duels who could le'ad end pe.rtici:pate in post school rr1usic; 
c.nd the possibilities for the development of e worthwhile 
progrcm of post school instrurnentel music in Centrel Calif-. 
ornia. 
I should like to take this opportunity to thank the 
thesis COH1mittee: Lrs. Ellis Harbert, Deen John Elliott, 
end Dr. Clair Olsen for their help and guidance in the 
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Post School 1:.usic end the Place of J..~usic in h.mericen Life 
The q_ueli ty and character of .h.rnerlcen life is not static. 
'l,hink of the changes that the universal use of the automobile 
has brought to present day life. Distences which formerly took 
days are now a matter of hours. If th_e_m_e_r_c~l:l~:-Ild-i-s-e-i-n-t-he:----------
local stores does not meet with one's approval one is no longer 
forced to buy the things he does not like. People, who were 
once satisfied to stay at home and make their own music now cen 
get into their cers and find other places and vmys to e.muse 
themselves. 
Not all changes in American life are as rapid or striking 
as the ones brought ebout by the universal use of the auto-
mobile. Sorne of them ere subtle changes that are not appc..rent 
to the casual observer. Speaking of the broadcasts of the 
Metropolitan Opera Company, the New York Philharmonic Society 
Symphony Orchestra and others, Clarke says of the influence o·f 
the radio, "If by one means or e.nother, our musical broadcasts 
that in the l~nG run and without guidance the radio will prove 
the greatest single factor in building public taste."1 The 
development of public taste, due to radio, is a change in the 
status of music which is not so apparent as most changes are. 
some fine music, he is usually met with anythihg but fine music, 
1E. Clarke, llusic in ~veryde.;y: Life, p. 110. 
- -· --- ----·----···-------·-·-·-~----~~-~-- .. -...-.-...:. .............................. ..cc ..... ~~ ............ ,.= ... .-4. ... , .... .;:.u.<,~.<t.loiJ.I•"•·io".;:;.;c.~ .. '\.i.io:.J.Q.~..,:.:..:~.ll~o'0!<.• ... ~~~~~·;;.1 
I 
2 
end consequently it seems as though the ruclio is not helping 
to meke A.merice. groH musically. Despite redio's shortcomings 
as an asset in the building of a more musical America, there 
is a slow and not very apparent trend tovvErd better m.usic .• 
Some of these changes con:e so rapidly that they might 
easily be classed as revolutions. Take as en exa.mple the tech-
no logical unemployment of many mus i~i_e"n_s_e.._s_a_r...,e_sJ_l-1-t-O-f-t-he·-----~----
introduction of sound into motion picture houses. When the 
pictures were silent n~ost theaters employed either an orgenist 
or en orchestra. It was only a few short years efter the 
invention and introduction of "Vitaphone 11 that this source of 
employment for many musicie.ns Vlas completely gone. 
Not all changes in the status of music are the results of 
chance or some new technological invention. l£any times the 
vision and efforts of one man or a smell group of men haveLbeen 
able to start and direct a trend which benefited the vthole of 
society. It is largely through the efforts of Lowell Mason 
and a few friends that music was made a part of public ed-
ucation in Boston.
1 
The success of the work in Boston inspired 
practically every American school child today· has the benefit 
of free public instruction. There is still room for vision and 
effort in music education. 
If changes in music, as well as, in other aspects of life 
------- --------------
1
E. B. Birge, l1istory_ of Public SqhooJ. !-Sus i£ J.,_g ~ United 
States, pp. 25-6. 
3 
which are going on around about us can be di~ected and started 
by hur.'lan effort,· a recognition of these changes would certainly 
be the first step toward the betterment of IT.tusic's place in 
society. If the direction of e. trend is known, then its 
possible outcome can be evaluated. Steps in the wrong di-
rection can be recognized and checked, and steps which might 
be made to start new and beneficial trends can be attempted. 
In order that these trends and possibilities may be 
recognized careful resee.rch and study must be made to find 
the trends and the possibilities that are open to music. To 
make music progress friends of music must know where they 
intend to lead it. Certain trends are to be encouraged, and 
others d iscourE,ged. Investigation of· the trends and possible 
trends can give the much needed information as to what these 
trends are and the direction in which they are leading or 
could· lead. 
Certain activities in the life of the human race rem6.in 
a part of every generation. Certain other activities of the 
human race are not based on absolute necessity. It is 
possible- for-a m.an to live without the finer things of life--
such as rnus ic and art. Early rt1an spent most of his time in 
~;.; getting the necessities and had little time for anything 
else. As civiliza·Gion grew rnan learned to cope with the 
g for tbe Rbelter of a natural 
cave man learned to build his own home. With the development 
of better techniques of industry he began to be less 
1- --------------
_.._ .... ~~.:i~;,:~t;;.. , .. ,;:~.~"·~,.,.~~·~;;~~~_::..~~~~~i.:f.~~-.';~F--~~0:,·.,;.&:;_--;,~~~;:i;:··;;·,.,.,·;·l~,;.:.,~··;;·o,o"' · )'>·.-~·r:);:·'c-"""''·~ .... ·; .. ~.:...~~.;.:;o..,\J.J,<L'i'"'"-"'W<~t.OH~~j 
' 
restricted by the ectivi ties that were absolutely necessary 
and v;as able to amuse himself with other activities, which 
filled a need for self expression in his life. li.usic VIas 
such an activity. It was not absolutely necessary to con-
tinued existence but it served to enrich life and make it 
more enjoyable. 
4 
'rhose activities which are not absolutely necessary-t-o.----------,-----
lif'e are more subject to change than those which must be 
carried on to continue life. In a coraplex culture, such as 
ours, there are many types of ectivities which beckon to the 
pro spec ti ve partie ipator. The absolutely necessary activities 
come first. After a man has tended to these he may attempt 
any of the many and varied activities which are open to him. 
Since he has a choice of the type of activity or activities 
which he is going to follow the individual can evaluate and 
then participate as he chooses. He is not compelled to take· 
any certain one and therefore can take the one which appeals 
most to him. Because of varied taste the activities which 
bid for the individual's time are constantly changing to meet 
theinterestsanddemands of the people. 
Complex factors determine the choice of these activities 
which are not absolutely necessary to the life of the indi-
vidual. The experience of the race, which is often called the 
determines the type of activities open to the 
individual. A 6hinese gentleman would hardly be expected to be 
.interested in trombone playing if he had never seen or heard of 
a trombone. In the cultural heritage of the Chinese there is a 
• • • • .,. I 
------··------·~~.L'L4.>Ud<U~~-~W~{·~~.~,iii,~-k:,;;,:~~~~~~,;~~£\,.,{~:~.M;.i.l~~ 
5 
development in instruuental music, but it is not the same as 
that of the occidental civilization. What the rscial experi-
ence of the Chinese has made seem valuable, differs greatly 
from that which occidentals feel is worth continuing. Society 
in general continues the activities which seem valuable to 
them. The opportunities vvhic h are open to the individual are 
own standards or those which the individual creates for him-
self. 
Individu~l experience varies. No two persons have identi-
cal experiences. :s:ven if the remote possibility that two 
individuals met exactly the same situations occurred, there 
would certainly be different reactions to the same situation, 
because of inherited differences. If the individual's experi-
ence with music has been enjoyable and satisfYing, he will be 
more interested in listening to and performing music than i:t' 
he had been led to hate music because of poor teaching or 
unfavorable reactions on the part of friends to his efforts in 
music. Certainly the individual who is talented in music will 
----
l~---be-1@S-8-l-H1:e-ly--'-to-su-f:f'er emo-arrassment-over- music than an 
individual who has not the ability to perform well. It is 
important that music be made satisfyine to the individual. Con-
tintt'ed interest and participation are based on satisfying experi-
ence. · We choose to continue that which is satisf'J ing and <1 
--
No ma-tter-how satisf'J ing an 
activity may be it cannot continue if the cost in time and 







As an art, music hes innate worth. Some activities in 
life tend to be fads. Yor one shor~ year every empty lot 
WaS cluttered Up VIi th a r:.iniature t;Olf COU:rse • rrhe innate 
value of that sport was inconsequential, and in a short 
time the novelty wore off and no one cared to play it any r 
more. Music is, however, not a novelty. One can hear a 
there are still some more hidden meanings. Anyone who has 
tried to pl~y worthwhile r::usic realizes that there is no 
such a thing as a perfect rendition of a selection. No 
matter how many times one plays such a simple thing as the 
Bach-Gunod, "Ave Maria," there will always be some part that 
offers new opportunity for better performance. 
Post school music can do much to raise the position of 
music in American life.
1 
Racial experience is cumulative. 
Our type of music and attitudes are based upon what has been 
transmitted to us by our ancestors. The type of organization 
in which the modern I?J.an ce.n participate is built upon what 
has been developed from the crude beginnings of Jv<onteverde 
and even __ f.3gJ:.':J..i?J:.' 1l_l1.k:novm rcusicians. The musical heritage of-
tomorrow is built upon the happenings of today. If through 
post school music it is possible to make music a larger part 
of present day life, then music· will become a greater 
influence in the future. De..niel Gregor<] lllason in his preface 
--
to 1'/Iusic il}. .American Life, pictures the alternative to 
1
rn a later chapter the social heri~age of music of Central. 
California will be discussed at greater length~ 
i_ 
~.....l;~-~..r:h':.l·~....:;,~~ ... ~~th.;:&.:.!. .... ~~~'-~'-.... "\W.~b~<J.-~~ .... ~...!M..;'o~;i..;.l..,__"Vw~:i£;.:!\.O~&l;l..'..:..O\w .... ~ .... Ud;~ .... ~~ 
? 
active participetion in instrumental music rather strikingly. 
l\Cr. Zanzig has made in the following pages a thoroughly 
timely, and greatly needed study of what me.y be celled., in 
the broe.dest sense, the ei!lateur music~::l ECtivities of 
America. Such a survey wes greatly needed because our 
American musicel culture has alweys been too passive, too 
dependent on specialized professionalism, too without roots 
in the ever-tday life and feelings of the people, and has of 
late becG>rne so unbalanced in this way thet one sometimes 
wonders whether it can survive at all. In 1929 for example, 







the passive and vicarious delights of radio. How can such 
steadily diminishing individual initietive in the production 
of music be compensated? Obviously only :through the means 
Mr. Zan zig studies: through amateur groups--- in schools,· 
colleges, settlements, playgrounds, art museums, summer camps, 
public librs~ries, and above all in homes. Only through the 
activities of such groups can music, atrophied and rnumified 
as it tends to be by exclusive professionalism, remain a 
living art among us.l 
If we are going to make the growth of .American music continue 
so that '\ve can pass a better musical heritage to the coming 
generation, music among the amateur after he has left school 
must be an important pro·t of Americas' musical life. The 
schools have made music an active part of the life of many of 
their students and tttus he l:ped ruus ic to grow:.. I·t is after he 
leaves school that the interested amateur becomes the passive 
1-------spgcta-tor-in_rnus_ic_al_life ~~---An. !3:Q.i:;_ive :Q~~8:l:'_E3E~ _c:>.:f __ post school 
---~ 
-·------- -------------------
music would be a far richer pert of the sociel heritage, and-
as a result the future of music would become rnuch brighter. 
schools 
1 
A. D. Zan zig, ~ys ic .in Arner ic r~ Life, p. v. 
2 . . 
See Frigure V p. 88 below. 
-?· 
!-_ 
Vlould indice.te. · 1\o one thought the tir.rJ.e spent on music v1es 
wasted. Twenty-five individuals thought the tir1e spent on 
music was valueble; thirt.)r thought it WEJs enjoyable. The 
individue.l experience of these people has been satisfYing. 
But very fev-.r he.ve continued to play e.fter they he.ve left the 
school because of lack of opportunities for musicel partici-
pation. The fifty-five questionnaires returned show that 
8 
seven people are actually pert ic i:pa t ing in groups, e.nd tv:enty-
nine would like to play. It would seem as thoueh continued 
participe.tion in instrumental music is possible, end the indivi-
dual's participe.tion vvo-c..ld result in ective interest in music; 
an intere.st Vlhich would perrneete the corr1.muni ty and would 
the 
stimulate 1\indi vidual Vlho is only pe.ssi vely interested in mus"ic. 
Post school :r:1usic can increese the interest of the individual 
who particip~tes, the interest of those who listen to it, and 
the interest of the community in general. Post school music 
can thus make music en active part of our culture insteed of 





Post E3c hool Lusic end the Cul turol l-ier i tege 
To understand the cultural herite.se of California ade-
quetely one cannot lirui t the discussion to the events which 
trensp ireci only in C c:lifol'nia. Cel ifornio. hes hc..d several 
,, 
different :flegs floating over her rJountains end plsins. ~ech 
change in her sovereigh~Y brought to Califori1ie e. portion of 
the cultural heritage of sone o·0her grOUJ,! of :people. 'rhe 
discovery of gold in California had a erect influence on the 
history of Celifornia music. ::7he people who cane es e result 
of the "gold rush11 varied in nationeli ty. '::::'he r::;us ic of Celif-
ornia is a result of the interection of these culturel 
heritages. 'l1he musicel heritage would have been far different 
if the "gold rush11 had been confined to tiwse peoples vrhose 
musical heritage was thet of the Sp<mish e.nd their .Ar'1erican 
colonies. One cannot appreciete the past history of music 
in Californie vrithout. et least giving sor1e thoue;ht to the 
bs.ckgrouncls of the people who ceme to Colifornie end were 
the founders of our present cultural heritage. 
1 _______ .Hep_p_enings-in-other---CGuntr-ies and sections of-the ·Unit·e-d-----
ornia. In the previous chapter the results of Lowell Nason's 
IDXperiments with children in music wc.s c it.ed. School :r:~usic 
in Cr.::lifornie. ov;es uuch to Lowell Eason. I .. nother und even 
e.ppening-outs-ide 






Public School I'usic .in the1lT:::.iteC. Stetes. 1 An obscu!'e cu.rete - ---- ----- -- --- ----·--- ---
in fer off L7c:idstone, Bnc:lEnd stc:rted violin clesses the 
results of which were surp::.'.ising. Cless .lessons on instru-
nents heel ~oroven successful. Ch.::J~les F<'rnmvorth se:.w the 
results and pre.c"Cico.l1ity of the plc:n e.nd brought it to the 
attention of Americ&n nusic ed.ucetors v;hen he wrote, "I heard 
a concert given br school orchestre.s in end ebout London in 
Ale xendr e. Pal c c e whe r_e_f_o_u.r__t_e_en_lJ.1.Ul-d~e-d-&-:nd f i-f-ty-y-e-'\:l-11-g-s-t-e;p-s:----------
took part. The idee of teeching violin in classes at first 
strikes one as impossible, but here is such e movement where 
just such a thing is done, not in school time, but outside, 
yet under the direct ion of school c.uthor i ty. " 2 Albert l':Ii tchell, 
the music supervisor of Boston, spent a year in Englend 
studying English methods, end es a result of his visit wrote 
his class method for violin. 3 rrhus the experiment of an 
obscure curete in England stimulc.ted the beginning of instru-
mental music in America. ·rhe addition of instrumente.l music to-
the schools hes been e e;reat factor in developing and spreeding 
America's musical heritage. Knowledge of these things adds to 
the understanding of the musical heritege of California. 
---~-- .. --------------------
In"E'ne few short pages which vvill be devoted to the cultural 
heritage of music in California it will be possible to point out 
only the most irr:portant developments of our musical beckground. 




Ibid., p. 190 
11 
Indians is e_ problem for archeoloeists to deternine. One 
thing is certain, when the white men c~me to California, 
the Indians were elready esteblished here. 'Ehey were a 
promitive race with crude tribal institutions. There wes 
certe inly nothing in their life which we would wish to 
emulate. 'rhey did, hovvever, have f;ome forra of music as a 
pert of their culture. For the general status of their cul-
ture their music was well developed. It was the ~uthor's 
good fortune to hear a recital given by Lr. Stephen Lehmer, 
of Indio.n songs collected b7 his father, Professor Lehmer of 
the University of California. Some of them were very inter-
esting. These songs have been only comparetively recently. 
collected and undoubtedly have been influenced by present 
day music. A. L. I:roeber, in his Hendbook _of Indians .ig 
peJ-~for_llia, maintains that the music of the California Indians 
would be hard to notate in occidental notation and that if it 
were attempted the true character would. be lost. He further 
states that the Indian songs are not very similsr to our songs 
ancl that they might sound like moans and groans to present day 
, _____ Lts_t_ener_s-. 1-L:ost-of--the--music- of--the J:ndians -was-confined-to----
-- ·-- ---- -- ---- -------------------
r:ituals and religious dances. Occasionally a brave would sere-
nade his lady love with wailings on the flute. 
As for their musical instruments they were very primitive 
and limited·. The brave's flute had only four holes and would 
1e_ pe ace~i.-f-he-"tr-ied--
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12 
ste..tes thet a few of the tribes had a ty])e of primitive r1Usicel 
bow.
1 
Besides these two instruments e.nd his voice, the Indian 
he.d only percussion instru.m.ents with which to express hiltself 
rflusically. The drums and rattles of the Indian v;rere used to 
accompany dances but were obviously not adequate to accompany 
singine. In com.parison to the general level of the Indian's 
~~-"---· .-
c i vi 1 i za t ion, mus i c was q urt e a ctve.-rrc-e·d-.-W-l'le-n.-1-n-d-ia.n-rnus_i_c_i s 
·~-------~\~-----
compared with music of ot?1er peoples of the world, it is cer-
tainly not very significant. Indian music is interesting from 
an historical standpoint, but has done very little to influence 
the develo1)ment of present day music in California. Vlhen other 
people with more advanced musical development came to California, 
it was not long before Indian music was almost completely over-
shadowed. 
When Cabrillo found California in 1543 and claimed it for 
Spain, Indie.n music was in a primitive state. Cabrillo6s dis-
covery, however, made California the domain of Spain. The 
Spanish musical heritage· he.d already been brought to America. 
before Cabrillo' s discovery. It is in Itexico that the roots 
------ ------------ --
·of Spanish---in-fluences- in California are to be found. T-lie 
}[;exican religion of the Pre-Spanish period was closely allied 
vv-ith music. When the Spaniards came to li~exico they brought 
with them their priests and their Christian religion. Since 
art of both the Mexican and Catholic religion, 
the transition from Iv:exican music to Spariish rn.usic~wa-s-8. ------
na·bural one. 





M:iss Tibbets tells of the este.blishnent of music instru-
ction Texacoco: "The Indians seem to have been especially 
adept at constructing end pleyin~ the organ. For from the 
year 1527 onVJard, just a few short years after Cortes' 
influence was felt in l.:exico, organs were constructed at the 
school of Pac1re de Gante at rrexE:.COCO. And all the churches 
had their organs 1 eyed b;)I'_Ind_i_ans_wl1D_le.Br-ned-i-n-t-:l:l-is-s~-hGGJ. .,2-,,,_l ____ _ 
The music which the Christian pedre brought to kexico was 
not confined to vocal end orge.n music. A little further on in 
her thesis Eiss Tibbets intir."Jetes that instrumental music was 
also a part of Mexican life,. v;hen she says, "In religious rites 
which were not held within the church and in which the organ 
could not be used other instruments served in supplying music. 
Juan de •rorq_uemada has already enumerated some of them for us': . 
tru~ets, drums, bells, and flageolets." 2 
The education of the padres in Spain and Europe had made 
them well fitted to teach music to the IndiPns. As a part of 
their training the friars served as apprentices in the con- -
struction and repair of musical instrunents as well as actually 
l-----s-ttrdy-:tn-g-mm3_i_c al not at-ion~ 3---
Some of the soldiers brought secular rr.usic with them for 
I;.iiss Tibbets records, that one of the soldiers established a 




2 'd IbJ. • , p.70 
3
Ibid., p. 81 
42~.~~., p. 83 
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Padre de Gante's school was established in 1527. It 
was sixteen years later that Cabrillo discovered California. 
Spanish music, however, did not come to Californie. until 
about tvva hundred and twenty-five years later. After all these 
years Spain decided to colonize end Christianize California. 
In 1769 two expeditions were sent there. One carne to San 
With the land party came Father Serra the great mission 
builder of California. Early San Diego was served by several 
padres, all of whom had spent some time in the missions of 
Kexic o. It ·was ·these padres and the colonizers from !:Lexica 
that brought California's heritage of Spanish music. 
As the missions grew and the Indians became ehristianized, 
some of them began to teach music to the Indians. In hits 
voluw..ne ~_?._?toral California, Bancroft sets a de.te and tells 
us something about the teaching of music in the missions. He 
says, "In a few of the missions boys of musical taste were 
taught their prayers, even in their own tongue, vocal and 
ins·trwnental music, and their services were at times utilized 
to add solemnity to High Mass-~ ---I have Tn-friy -11 orary a: 
curious relic from 1813 of ~£iss ion San Jose, a large folio 
of sheepskin leaves bound in wood, the first pages of which· 
2 
giye lessons in gamu't; the rest being chants for mnsses." 
Further evidence of the place of music in the missions is a 
--------- ---------
~. C. Cleland, Califo:t:]1iQ., p. 91 
2n. H. Bencroft, Works, Vol. XXXIV> 225. 
i ,-
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list of instruments owned by the Sen Csrlos church in 1842. 
l,he church ho.d "three violines, one violon, one toto bora, and 
one triengolo. "l The r~issions usu2lly hrd orchestras of bombos, 
flutes, gi tars, violines drur.1s, tr iengles, c:yrn:be.ls, and bass 
. 2 VlOl,e_. 
Spenish California had its e,ay es well as solemn noments. 
As the Spaniards developed their "ranchos," the fertility,____:o~f~--------
California soil Bnd its cllinate soon becrune apparent. Calif-
ornia flowered into a veritable "lotus land." 'Hith wealth 
and leisure the Spaniards soon found outlet for their high 
spirits in lavish balls and fiestes. Lusic seemed to be the 
natural emotional outlet for the Spaniard. The balls never 
had to stop because the musicians were tired.. Almost every-
body could play an instrulllent and so musicians were plentiful. 
In fact, playing a musical instrUl!lent was so universal that 
Bancroft makes this _stctement, "Every Californian could make 
shoes and play the vihuela and guitar."
3 
Life in Spahish 
California must have beon very gay with the colorful costur:1es 
of the Spanish and the lively music of the boleros. 
1-------The-ty-pe-of-music-p-J:eyed-was --not--varied) -and--the--instru-
ments used were limited to a few. Bancroft records the 
observation of traveler for us: "All are musicians and in 
every house may be heard the guitar and singing. They play 
1 rb 'd. ----1~ , p. 427. 
2 Ibid. 
----- ------------
P• 427. -·---- ' 
3~J?j. __ Q...' p. 426. 
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. . 1 
nothine but national music, boleros and fande.ngoes." As for 
musical instruments, the stringed end fretted instruments were 
by far the most numerous. The harp, clarinet and flute were 
occasionally heard end the few pianos to be had in'California 
were highly prized. In 1846 there were three piano~ in Calif-
ornie .. General Vallejo's piano v1es hic;hly prized but not very 
1~------~nucJL_~Lay_ed until l~drew Hoeppner, an itinerant musician, 
played for General Vallejo. The General was so appreciative 
of the music ian's work that he promptly hired him to te.ach 
his t'Nelve children, his wife, anu himself. 2 
Such were the conditions of California when it was con-
trolled by the Spaniards and Mexicans. The Indian music was 
almost completely overshadowed by the more advanced music of 
the Spaniard. In the churches and missions music held a high 
place. In the life of the gentry performance on an instrument 
was universal. Vlhile the variety of instruments which they 
used and the t;rpe of music they played were limited, the 
Spanish and Kexicans made music a living art in their culture. 
Even though the follc music of this period was beautiful, it 
hq.s not been retainE3d-tcf-form s.s -large a part ·of-our-musical----
background as one would expect. Iiuch of it is still remembered 
and cherished today, but we no longer limit ourselves to the 
music of this period. 'rhe interesting thing from the stand-
point of post school music is the universality of active 





participation in music et this period. lfure is a time in 
which the old and primitive music of the Indian was replaced 
by a far more advanced type. The course of music in Calif-
ornia was changed to a different channel by a group of people 
who held music in high enough esteem to actually participate 
in it, rather than to listen to it, while some professional 
sleep. 
Tbr.ee.things combined to bring about a change in the 
character of music from the limited type of the Spanish-
Mexican period to a more varied and more complex type of the 
next period in California History. First of all, California 
was ceded to the United States by ~lexico. Even before the 
time of the "Bear Flag Republic, '1 foreigners were coming to 
California. When finally California was made a part of the 
United States, they-were even more welcome. California also 
became a more desirable place to live bece.use of the stability 
of the government of·the united States. 
If the govennment of the United States meant stability 
j~----------:-----~---------:=----··--·-- -- - -----·---·--- ---·----·--------------·---·---·----:-----:-~--:-:---
to ppospective settlers, it did not mean that actual stability 
w~s achieved immediately. ·when the words "Gold in Californi!i" 
were flashed abroad, there started one of the wildest eras of 
California history. Froin every country emigrants, adventurers, 
criminals, and every type of human being imaginable carne with 
free life was gone. Everyone dug with frenzied haste. Huge 
fortunes were made over .night. Miners were not interested in 
18 
·the finer things of life. The search for gold became a 
sickness like a never-ending fever. If a wandering fiddler 
c!:illle into cc:.mp he was given food for his fiddling. As time 
went on 11 ·the newly richtt craved excitement. li'..Qney was 
plentiful and gmnbling halls became elaborete and plentiful. 
'rhe lavish halls of the former period were replaced by dence 
orchestras. The Bella Union House in San Francisco had an 
orchestra of· two harps, two guitars and a flute .1 Husic for 
the most part was of low quality; sentimental ballads and C. 
dance music of a poor order. kusicians were at a premium, 
however, for eny musician could make thirty-two dollars for 
an evening's work.
2 
Some of the better organizations and hotels did try to 
interest the people in finer music. The "Alta Californian" 
of Dec.ember 2, 1940 has a note about a ttgrand concert of 
vocal and instrumental music" which was held in the Calif-
ornia Exchange Building by forty musicians. 
3 
To· interest 
patrons in attending these concerts of finer music some 
-- -------- ---- ---- ---- - -----
-hotels-went-so far as to give free lunch in connection -v/itli- -·--
the concerts. 4 ·Here is a proof that passive interest in 
music is not vert strong in making music a part of life. 
1 . 
_Ibid • , p • 2 7 • 
1-~~~--±9-jod-.-,-P-•-
3 . 
Ibid., p. 32. 
4 Ibid.. 36. ·-' p. 
-- ---1 
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With its newly e.cq_uired wealth California was soon the 
apple of the eye of ever·:r booker of enterte.inrnent. People 
were accustomed to pay high prices for everything; seats in 
the theater were no exception. An opera was given in San 
Francisco as early as 1851. 1 It must have been a profitable 
venture for the next year San Frencisco had an opera season.
2 
rf--------_jW.-i-th-t-ll-i-S-d-e~..re-1-op .. me .. nt-mu_s..i_c_as_a_p_r_o_f_e s s ion offered greater '---------------------
I 
I 
opportunities to many musicians. 
The _acq_uisition of California by the United States, the 
u gold rus11," and the revolution in Germany of 1848 at so 
nearly the same time are the reas·ons for the coming of so 
many Germans to California. 3 Exiled from their native land,. 
these people were looking for a place to live. The free doni 
that the democracy of the United States meant, coupled with 
the possibility of discovering gold were two very influential 
factors in attracting this group of people to California. 
These Germans brought with them their love for singing and 
playing. Ic was not long before they organized societies 
to participate together in music. In Sen Francisco alone 
there were three such s-o(ffeties. 4 . It-vn:rs-the- Germania--~-
Society under George Loder wh:tch organized the San Fran-
c is co l)hilharrnonic Orchestra. 
5 
1Ibi~1, :P• 187. 
3~ cit., :pref?ce 
4 Ib i d • , p • 71 . 
5 Ibid., P• 81. ....,..--
-··- - .. _. _____ ----
I 
I 
This society also sponsored a bre.ss band. In 185? the 
Germans held a music festivel in San Froncisco. 1 Ar,1ong 
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the performers were two hundred voce.lists, and a bc.nd and 
forty instrumentalists. River steerner's from Sacramento L 
brought participants from Central California. In this way 
music exerted its influence in the life of these people. 
pated in music and fine music at that. 
'fhere was a very interesting group 6!B musicians in 
Stockton, California around 1900 '..Vith ltr. Ed. Condee of 
Stockton as leader and teacher of a gro~p of boys who 
formed the Stockton Boys' Band. 2 The band was the typical 
brass ba.nd of the day with only one clarionet and a piccolo. 
The Nevada City Tr_!?_nscript of July 4, 1901 has a picture of 
this band and an account of a J!,ourth of J11ly Celebration of 
that day. In the list of bands that appeared are the Nevada 
City Band, the Ladies' Band of Auburn, the Boys' Band of 
Stockton, and two Chinese·Ba.nds. 
More recent developments such as radio and governmental 












The historical background of California music has 
c·ertain assets and certain liabilities. We have an almost 
lost, yet interesting, heritage of Indian music. From the 
1Ibid.) p. 2-ffi~ 
2 The author is indebted to Fr. Fre.nk Adems of Lodi, California, 
one of the original mell).bers of the band for information and 
the use of the copy of the "Nevada City Transcript." 
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Spanish and l~xican period Celifornie has gained a wealth of 
folk lore which could be utilized as a background for further 
mus icel develOl)IDent. The Spanish also introduced the European 
musical sy.stem into Celifornia. Cslifornia cen look back at 
its period of Spanish and l~exican dominations and see musical 
performance as a part of every individual's life. Gold, with 
finest taleLt aveileble and also the beginnings of passive 
interest on the part of the pe6ple. The Germans brought with 
them the ~ir love of ploy ine; fine music and me de the beginning 
of organized community music in California. lvvo trends have 
developed: one, perform~:mce for the enjoyment of pert ic ipation 
and friends; the other, professionalism. It is not likely 
that music as a profession will be eliminated in our generation • 
. The finest musician must devote much of his time to practicing 
in order to become a virtuoso performer and should gain finan-
cially from music. Since we sre always willing to listen to 
the best, we will also be vvilling to pay for it. The truly 
b'utstanding musicisn~ will still have the opportunity to become 
- ------- --- -- ------------- - -- ---------- -- - -- ---- ----
professionals, but the number vrill be extremely limited. For 
the rest there remain three alternatives: one is to forget 
B.bout music ano. do nothing to improve his appreciation or 
enjoyment, another is become passively or e,c ti vely interested 
in listening to music, and the third is to find an opportunity 
Mason has already pointed out the value of amateur music for 
22 
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us. lror-.1 the stnndpoint of history, participet·:_on in instru-




llost .3chool 1.usic and ,iusic :i£clucation 
In smue Vl3.Y ~;J.Usic has entered into the e:xpel'ience of 
practically every individual in ~~1erica. It is very selden 
that a person can spend a clay 1vi thout hearing soue music. 
liuBic is used in so nany vvays in 1nesent d:'l.y life that only 
a cleat' per2on CJ.!1 scy the.t he has hsd no e:<:perience v:i th 
~~msic. .Jherever an ind.i vidual :.u~y be, he :'incls hL1self in 
cont:.J.ct 1vith sone nusic. 1rhe theater -..roulcl seen drab without . 
backi_~:::''JU~1d ::msic. church 1d thout nusic to set the nood 
and add variety its service v.;ould soon lose its interest. 
~ven the advertiser on the radio and in the streets knous and 
uses music as a means to get his n.dvp,rtisenents across. These 
ary purl)Ose--vvhere r.msie is used to arld to son.ethilJt;. L:Sny 
people raake an effort to Jw:;::.r fine J iiJ.sic, \tllile a fm1 others 
t::.-y to p:c\rticiprtte in the c.ctual production of uusic. 
Because music has been tllout.;llt to be '.VOl~thuhile by our 
----
El.Uf3iC. 1l'he continued existence of music as an activity of 
the life of any culture is to a great extent dependent on the 
evaluotion vrl1ich the race places upon it. ?Iusic o.s one of 
the activities of' life that is not absolutely necessary, is 
•------rv~-t-to-lo-s_e_o_l_l_·_s_l)_ ac_e_ lU_nthe culttn•e. If souethine \i.'Ore 
...... ' ;o.; ------- -- --- ------------- -------~------------------------ ---~ 
to be invented that, could take the plo.ce of music and seem 
nore vwrthwhile to society, it would not take uore than a 
r.'ew generations t)efore Gusic would face the IH'OSl)ect of be~ .. _; 
coning a lost art. 
One cc-~nnot evaluc.te an c:1rt if one is not familiHr with 
it. It en "ind:l vidual could be found Yvho 1w.d never heard any 
nusic Gnd were taken to a concert, v1hat :.1i€~llt be his reections? 
If he were at all intelligent, he vvould pro-;.Jabl~r be very 
forl-:-1ers \VOUld certc.inly catch his eye. ri'he sounds would seen 
vcn:y str~mge ._ .ihen the audience clapr)ecl in ap:rn~ecio.tion of 
the efforts o·f ·\jhe ;:msici1:.1ns he too I11ight e.rJpluud, In his 
l;tind he vmul(l probably be evaluating the perfornance in a 
manner SOlilething lilce this. On the star;e are men vvi th 
queerly shaped instrunents which give forth strance sounds. 
1-Che people about 1;1e seeu to relish the r)erforr:1ance. It is all 
too new :Cor. n1e to understand. I ara very curious about the 
meaning of it all. The individual's e~~luation of a thing 
which he knovvs ::10thinG about is based on curiosity. He can-
not truly evaluate for'he has no basis for judgnent. 
In forming a basis fol~ evaluating music the uninitiated 
-----
_individu.:J.l_faDG_S many JHObler1s. r.rhe r)ainter usen as inages 
things vihich are in the e:x:perience of the avernge person. 
l)Qets and euthors express thenselves in words which in most 
cases at least carry some Beaning and connotations for the 
average person. s:'he cor:llnunica tion in both cases is direct 
In music the :probleras, however, are raore coup lex. '.lhe com-
poser expresses lliraself in patterns ancl coubirw.tions of tones. 
~---
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l~xcept for the fevv exnr::tr)les of attempted ini tat ion of natural 
sounds such as the don}cey' s bray in ~1endelsohn' s "I:idsU1:1J:l8r 
Night's ~rea~" these patterns are not i~ages that anyone un-
faniliar vv:ith music would recognize as a :part of his natural 
821Viroru'lent. ri'his alone makes 11-Usic hard to understand. One 
::::mst add to this difficulty the :problen of indirect coununi-
{}--~~~~---'c_a.tio_l1_.____1'_l1_e_au:t_b_o_r~s v10rk cones to the reader in nearly the 
~~~~~~--~~~-
saue form as it was written. The editor nay make notes and 
the print may lool;: different fror1 the' .aanuscri:pt, but the L•::t; 
inages he ha·s written in words remcd.n the sar:1e. 'di th the 
cor11poser the nusic vvllich he has written nust be :played by an 
executing artist before the hearer can hear it. i-.. few gifted 
and well trained musicians can look at a score and mentally 
hoar what is written nuch in the sarae r.1anner as the averuge 
reader can read a book. People with this training and gifts 
are few. For the average per~3on nusic m.ust be I)layecl before 
he can hear it. 'i'his brings in the problem of interpretation. 
The performer in executing a piece of music interprets Yvhat is 
written in the light of his ability and experience. 
at 11 loss to understand what the ne~ming of nusic is. To 
evnlu,1te critic ally the individual ra.ust have understandtng. 
If our :people are not musically literate they cannot under-
stand uusi c. r.rhe evaluations of a musically illiterate person 
the general level of r,msical literacy j_s low the evaluation of' 
music by the group can bQcome so low that its very status as 
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an activity in society nay be jeopardized. .Ln order that 
:n.usic r1ay renain in its present status, or better still, I)ro-
gress, the b~ginner in nusic nust have traininG and guidance 
in successf"ul e)Q)erience in music. 
;:,.t one tine in the history of the ... 1:1erican colonies this 
training and guidance in rausic was lacking. Our l:ew Eneland 
ate only sacred uusic. ~.iusic in early !Jew Englnnd was con-
tined to congregational singing in the neetinG house on 
0unday. rrhese people '."lith their 11 other worldliness" frowned 
Ul)On anything that could be taken for vvorldly pleasure. Not 
only was m.usic contrary to the religious beliefs of so:ne but 
also to their \Vay of life. Their very existence was iaperiled 
by the Indians and the elerJ.ents •1 Life in Hew England was 
hard and left little time for the cultivation of the arts • 
.As time v1ent on the singing of the congregation deteri-
orated to such a state that a Heverend T1r. ·,/altel'S of that 
day was led to say, "The tunes are now uiserably tortured and 
twiste(1 and quavered in our churches, into a horrid nedley of 
-confused and disQ:tcl(3rly voices. Our tunes are left to-~he 
mercy of every unskilled throat to chop and alter to twist and 
c~ange, according to their infinite fancies ..• It sounds in 
the ears of a good judge like five hundred tunes roared at 
the sa1ne t im.e with perpetual interferings with another." 
VIr. Birge com:ments, "to such chaos lia<r-isolation-fron-c-ent-a-rs · ~--· 
- 1Birge, _2.-p_. cit., pp. 2-3. 
. . .• 
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1 
of r:msical culture brought the divine art. 11 These people 
had very little co~aunication with the outside world and 
nade no atte1r1pt to teach rmsic to the unini tinted. The result 
was that !J.Usic decayed to the point uhere it alnost ceased to 
be music. 'iVel'e it not that a few raiuisters saw the value of 
music, it see1.1s pro1)able that the small part music played in 
tial. 
"ls ·was pointed out in the first chapter trends in nusic 
2 
can·be started by a small group of nen. One of the ministers 
who felt that something should be done about nusic in the 
churches vvas the Heverend lilr. Syr:mes. In 1723 he proposed 
this in an essay, ~~',Vould it not greatly tend to pror11ote 
singing. of psal:us if singing schools vvere est a bli0hed ?"
3 
.il.s a result of such proposals singing schools ·were es-
tablished around 1?20.
4 
The early singing teachers were largely self-taught and 
some of their methods, judged by present day standards, wer~ 
5 crude. Lioses Cheny''s description of the singing school 
---vvhich he attended gives an idea of the nethods us eel'. "The_ .. 
sessions v;ere held either in the homes of the members or the 
school house. The raaster read the rules, instructing all to 
'··· 
1 
Ibid. , p. 5. 
,"-q ---------!See--abo-ve~p~. ~2-. -----
., 
3 Birge, Histo;ry of ~.£.~~1...~ School I I~iq_ iJ1 Unt_te_sl States_, p. 8. 
1
Ib id. , p • 8. 
5 
Ibid., p. 12. 
I 
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pay attention to the rising and falling notes. Books con-
tainine; individual parts, treble, counter, tenor, and bass, 
were distributed and dir·3Ctions for pitch ·were t;i ven. Then 
the master· commenced. 'How· follov1 ne rie;ht up and down; 
sound.' So the master sounded, and the pupils sounded, and 
in this way some learned to sing by note anc1 others by 
agreed to give instructions for one shilling and six pence 
per night and to take his pay in Indian corn. 
111 
The aims of these schools were to inprove the singing 
in the church. 'rhe methods of instruction were to a large 
extent based on the capacity of the teacher. But the music 
sung ·was largely set by the demands of the people and the 
music available. rrhe early books were limited. They usually 
contained elernents of notation, practice exercises, and a few 
2 
psalm tunes. 
In music, such as the symphonies of Haydn, played under 
the direction of men like Gottlieb Graupner in Boston around 
1 ?90 the people saw nevv lin.orizons in nmsic, and perfonilances 
- ----- ---- --- -- ----- --------- --- --- ------ __ 3 ______ ---
of-fi-ner music in the- singing societies resulted • 
----~-- ----------
.As Am.erica grew, the scor)e of the singing school grew, 
also. When the New Englanders ·went west they took their 
. 4 
singing school with them. 
---------- -----
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One thing about the philosophy of music of the period 
limited the scope of the singing school. The idea that rwsic 
\Vas the art of a few talented people, still current in uany 
uinds at present, was firmly established. 1 The scope of 
these schools was thus lini tecl to the fevr who either flattered 
themselves by thinking that they were especially gifted or had 
the temerity to try anyway. 'i'hey did, however, serve rilusic 
well when there was only this one neans of giving the people 
the knowledge needed to better understand nusic. 
The singing school had proven effective in teaching the 
element~ of music. The idea of making music a part of the 
public school was thus built upon a foundation of a success-
ful institution of society. The idea of teaching singing to 
children was tried as early as 1764 by Anerica's first com-
poser, Francis Hopkinson. 2 The St. Peter's and Christ Church 
extended hirn a vote of thanks through its vestry board. 1'he 
doctrine of the talented few was, however, still a sturililing 
block until the work of Lowell Mason with Boston children vms 
3 
made known. .{hen in 1830 •lillian C. Woodbridge .made his 
the pupils of Lowell Liason as exanples of what could be clone 
by an unselected group of children and fine teaching.· 
The sponsors of music education were not hmediately sue-
cdssful. In 1837 a cowmitted of the Boston Board of .Education 
·~-----~---------~--- - ~~ 
1 
Ibid., p. 36 
2 Ibid • , p • 9 • 
3 Ibi_Q.. , pp. 36-37 .• 
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recomm.ended that music be made a part of the school for the 
following reasons: "Intellectually, morally--it may be made 
to some extent a mental discipline. Ha:;rpiness, contentment, 
cheerfulne~s, tranquility--these ·are the natural effects of 
music. Physically, it appears self-evident that exercise in 
vocal music, when not carried to an unreasonable excess, must 
exp a na-tfie c11 est an a--cne r e by s~cr~e-n-g-t-:rr-e-n-t-tre-1-mTg-s-a-n-d-v~i~t-a 1:---------
1 organs. As a result of this report and agitation on the 
part of a few of Boston's citizens, Lowell Mason's offer to 
. . 
teach music in the school free of charge was accepted in 
1837. 2 
Early school music was dominated by the idea of teaching 
the reading of music. Appreciation and aesthetic aims were to 
come later. The transition from the singing school with its 
objective of reading music is here quite evident. It was 
limited to vocal music. 
Instrumental music did not come into the schools until 
the turn of the twentieth century. Instrumental music was 
not looked upon with favor in the church of the early United 
---States. ~~To~many it_was sinful to take music which was made 
for the worship of God and d~secrate it through the secul~ri­
z~tion or the use of instruments. Even today some of the 
churches will not allow the use of an organ or any other 
3 
instrument in the church. 
lrbid., p. 41. 
2 
Ibid., pl 49. 
3The "Hard Shell Baptists" 
------- -~---~--~-------~ 
. . 
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i.lusic teachers and musical interest in .~i .. l'lerica concerned 
themselves })rimarily with vocal nusic. The singine school had 
~!lade ~-..mericans conscious and interested in sinGing. Their ex-
perience in instrmnental Imsic was slight. Since the school's 
curriculwn in IJ.usic was strictly vocal it is not at all 
strange that the supervisors and teachers were recruits from 
piano and vocal teachers. ri'he teaching of uusical instruments 
requires special training. It is not difficult to see why 
instru:nental· music was not made a part of the school v1hen one 
realizes that along with the inability of the existing csroup 
of teachers to teach! instrumental music, there was a lack of 
any precedent for the teaching of instrur.1ental ausic even in 
1 f 
_, 1 
the scl1oo s o ~urope. 
While the primary interest of the ;u:1erican people was in 
vocal music, instruuental m.usicians were beginning to corie to 
the United dtates--about the Middle of the nineteenth century.
2 
The lure of California gold to performers was mentioned in 
Chapter rrwo. 3 Jome of the best European artists began to tour 
r:-------''u1e_ri_c_a_. 4 Public interE7§!_j_I1._~b-~_j)f)_~_fs->rmance of instrumental 
This new interest in instru.raental music coupled with the 
success of the group r:letll.od of teaching musical instruments 
in England were two important factors in the addition of 
~~---~1~· ~~--~--~---Birge, Op. cit. , pp. 173-.:;134-:- -
2 l.QJ.i!.. , p. 1? 3. 
~··. ·s;, ,above. 
4' 
Birge, .QQ._ill. , p. 1 ?3·. 
L 
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instrwae:1tal 1nusic to the public school CUl'riculum. 1 The 
inportance of it can be realized \Vhen one undel~stands tho 
financial iL~lications of group teaching. Lessons with a 
private teacher are exy>ensi ve. This lir:1i ts instrumental 
nusic to those vvho can afford to study with a private 
teacher. Group vwrk is not only cheaper, per incli vidual 
pupil, but has the added advantage that it v1ill fit more 
readily into the organized program of the school. Group 
instruction vms a practical way for teaching beginners in 
school and as a result the schools were able to teach nany 
people vvho othervVise would not have been able to study an 
instrument. 
r.rhe idea of starting an orchestra in the schools began 
to show results around 1900.
2 
As early as 1883 E. B. Birge 
played in a gramraar school orchestra. 3 These first school 
orchestras were the result of private teaching. 'l'he school 
supervisors took those who were already playing to form. these 
early orchestras.
4 
In m.ost cases the high school instrunental program pre-
-~~ -~------ -----------~--- --------------- ---------------- -· ------------
been a problem for the high school nmsic teacher. No sooner 
did the individual become proficient enough for fine playing 
than graduation reared its ugly head and snatched the 
1 
n. 10. above. 
----- ----- ----- ------------- ------- ----------------~,~~-
2Birge, QQ. cit., p. 174· 




performer fror:1 school. In order to have the pupils for a 
longer l)eriod, :::.1::tny supervisors r;.tte:::pted to start orchestras 
in the gre.mmar schools. '.L'he at ter:1pts were in :1o.ny cases sue-
cessful. 'rhe success of the whole instruJnento.l program is 
obvious to anyone who has observed the vvork and results of 
school rausic teaching. 
boon ~11e size ana quality of these groups had reached 
the l)Oint where directors vvel~e thinking in terns of fine nusic, 
that required balanced orchestras with oboes and French horns. 
The furnishing of those instruE1ents by the school and various 
other organizations has ·led to the present situation in which 
1~st high ~chools· have as.part of their standard equipment· 
fine band and orchestra instrwaents. 
These have been the high lights of the develop1'lent of music 
education in the ·United .States. \lhen Californj_a became a· state 
in the Union it imrned.iately Jnade provision for 1mblic education. 1 
From the very beginnin8 of public education in San JPrnncisco 
music was a part of the curriculw1. /1.6. in the rest of the 
United States it vfas confined to vocal vro rk. Instruraental· 
--music was-begun in Los j'i.:ngeles in 1901 tvith an orchestra; 2 
By 1907 the instrumental music progr.am hac1 enlerged to tnclude 
·band and Junior .i.J.igll School instrumental r.lUsic. 3 In 1913, 
Glenn Woods was given ~?10 ,000 with which to purchase musical 
•------B-.-1,1-.-----Hun-t-, -0e-he e-1-"--hht§:-iq:-iD:. ·· C nl ifo rni-a, p;--1~ -
2
_Ib id. , p • 5. 
3_ • 
Ib1d •.. ---. 
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instrur:.ents for ~~he Oekl£1nrl City schools.l 
Higher education in Crlifornin ec.·rly reco~nizec the 
--~.:-..1 t cf ntl.sj_c. At the ver-y eerly year of 1878 r:usic vvss 
mede e p~rt of the offerings of the College of the Pacific. 2 
rhe University of' Southern Cc.lifornia did not wait long to 
follow the College of the Iscific 's exE'TI'_Dle. Lusic v1e.s 
. ~ 
r e co gn:tz-e-a----a-b~ln•-e-nc-h-o-f-s-t-Lt-dy-i-n-t-fi-:1.-s-i-RB-t-i-tu-t i G-P..-i-n-1-BM-=-'-' ___ __c ____ _ 
In 1915 the State DepErt~ent of Etucetion gave to the 
normel schools c. t Los Angeles, San Jose, end Chico, along with 
the Collog~ of the Pacific, the right to give teachers' ere-
a 
dent;ials in vocEl IilUsic. • In 'the nex'c year the College of the 
P<:;c if'ic was recognized e.s e. treining cen·cer for instrurnental 
music teachers by the State. 
5 
Birge he.s vvell summorized the development of public 
school music and its relation to corDmunity end post school 
:r.msic: 
Public school music spre.ng from comnunity music. 'L'he 
originE-1 sing5.ng school wes the comnunity learning to-
gether, old end y'oung, the elern.ents of music end the 
songs v1hich could be used by the seme people in the church. 
'rhe singing school convention was cor0r~unity nusic on a 
l---------:1-e:l'-g,e-J? sG-&-1G'l-,-d-~e.w.ing_J.t s _. s ilW~er_S. __ fr'Qr:l __ ne _? '].:'_~n.<3.__:f_c.tr , even 
__ from b_eyQnd stete borders, end spending severe.l dsys in 
studying verious forms of music which were of cor:tr.mnity·--
concern, music for the singingschool, the church, the 
Sunday school, the chorel society, e.nd in treinj_ng teachers 
end lecders ..... 
3 . -Ibid., p. 24. 
4Ibl·d--. -----·-- ' :P • 
5 Ib., _ _10..) 
11. 
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In the l£st centur~ ~he influence of the convention 
VJE ned end f inelly dise·,-.rne pred 2nd v1ith it d isr:·:n .... e:erec, ell 
COOJ)ert:tion between rr:usic in the sc~1ool, church, end 
choral society... ?ro:fessionr:lisrn csme to the front end 
created u musical cless consciousness, end the typical 
nrusic student, dreaming of e r~sicel career es concert 
soloist, drew ewey from amateur enterprises. ?he solo 
church q_uDrtet lc;rgely displc:ced the tre.ditionr:l.chorus 
choir. School music withdrew to the four walls of the 
school room and beGen to hunt for a solution of how to 
teech ell the children to reed rnusic ..• 
keenwhile the e:rr~r.teur spirit lived on, though in a 
sor'lewhat subdued VJ8y_, in choir, chorel societ'L,----'e::=.n"'-a"'-'__::_t~o'.:..:.v~n'-------------­
bend, until the tv1entieth century it bee;en to te.ke a new 
lease on life, meking its way into m'}lir ic:cd groups of modern 
c ormouni ty 1 ife ••• 
The Renaissance of the annteur spirit in m1sic is an 
expression of democrc:~cy. It c:. fforO.s the oppor·tuni ty end 
encouragement of es.ch person old and youne.; to use the 
music that is in him in co opere. -cion Vli th others~ .• 
In all· types of coramuni ty perticipetion in n1usic, 
public school teachers and supervisors hbve had a share ... 1 
If, as V1r. Birge suggests, community music is taking a 
new lease on life, Cent~sl Californie hes e rather happy future 
ahead. The answers of thirty-two high schools in Central Calif-
ornia to a questionnaire shovr that their avere.ge .. enrollment in 
instrumental music is 96 pupils.· If the e.meteur instrumental 
progre.m is going to function in Celifornia, it has these 
trained young people as prospective participants. 
The q_uali ty of. work done is in ma.ny cases ezcellent. 
-·Geh-rkins makes ~:m-observc.tion v:.rhich shows the effect of-good-
trainint; in instrumente.l music upon post school partie ips tion; 
"Membership in a conununity choral or instrumental organization 
is much simpler when there has been a good teclu:Hcal foundation 
"2 
1Birge, ~cit., pp. 222-225, 
2K. V'l. Gelu•kins, hiusic_ :f'o~ Pu~)..i.£ School Ad.nlinistra tC!_FS_, p. 8. 
' ·'··· .•. 
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The prot;r!.:r~. of ins tl'Uz:·:ntc.l music has provided })OSt school 
music orger:L:r; t ions w .i th r:eny tre: ined individuals capable of 
partie ipc. tine· in u;s truJ~.c ntul r:;us ic. J.:e.ny individuals who 
cannot pertic ipr. ;:,o in int> ~ru!;-,0nt&l music will provide support 
to post school r:;unic beceusc of enjoye.ble experiences which 
they have he.d 2-s e resul G of l;}US ic educe. tion in school. In his 
a more naturnl r.:usicel exp:;,:ession and makes this prediction 
about the music proerem in the schools end the future prospects 
of music: "In the typical Ar.lericen town there is now a most 
promis-ing activity in the schools. The high school if3 likely 
to have an orchestre and probably some choral groups. If I 
were to select the most hopeful phenomena in our musical life, 
) 
I should pick the young musicians in high school who are bet·Ger, 
and better taue;ht and who follow the art with enthusiasm. The 
future of music lies with them. Imagine the cordial attitude the 
public will take to rr.usic when out of every group of select 
men or town officials there will be a fair p:r;oportion who have 
sung in an amateur production of opera or who have played in 
1-l------------------1-----·------ ......... ------- ------- ----------------·-- ----------· 
_ _.:_e__w~~;I._ __ tE_~~~e_d orchestra • 11 · L~usic education has provided 
individuals who will suppor·t and encourage the movement of 
post school music. 
The State Colleges and private institutions, such as the 
College of the Pacific and others, are training teachers and 
musicians who will be able to take their place s.s leaders of' 
botg music education and post school music. 
1
Magazine of Art, :rnrrr;· ;P• .364' ·(J,ray, 1938) 
' """ ---- - ---------
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As for a trained personnel, sponsors of a program of post 
school ~usic need not fear that there are not enough men end 
women with training. Other problems are involved in a suc-
cessful progrei:.J of post school nmsic, which vvill be dealt with 
in a later chapter. 






'Eechnologicel Developments end Post School Kus ic 
One of the applications of technoloey which has had a 
far reaching influence on the pr.esent situation of music end 
is going to be instrmnental in shaping the future of music, 
is radio. As a medium for reaching the ears of the masses 
it has no eq_ue.l in present day civilization. No place in the 
state or in the nation needs to be without a radio. ~rhe 
radio can enter even the most remote crunp or home. Vlhat a 
contrast it might be for Beethoven if he lived today. Ime.g:i_ne 
his surpris~ at hearing his nNinth Symphony" coming from. a box 
not big enough to hold the score and orchestral parts. Radio 
brings the aural pa.rt of opera right into the home living 
room •. ; Radio is not only able to bring music and entertainment 
into the most isolated place but its cost is so low that it is 
within the means of ell people. lvh'. Clarke's statement that 
before radio only Htvw. in every one hundred of the populace 
have been concert goerstt shows the change that the universal 
t-----·use-oi'-rad-i-e~has-bP-0 ug-ht--t o- .America • ]_ _ .Radio, _be_etaus_e_ __ of its 
low cost and its uniQue ability to bring into the home what-
formerly took a large stage filled with men, b.as made music 
and enterte.inment available for anyone who is willing to 
snap a switch end turn· a disl. 
of music we commonly hear on the air. In the past most of o~>~, 
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our musice.l activities heve been centered around the "two in 
every hundred." kusically, t..merice was en autocracy of the 
few. Radio has given the ninety-eight a voice in the choice 
of music. Radio is, after ell, a cormnercial venture. A 
station must hold its audiences through the interest of its 
programs. If the station does not have a large following it 
~~-----~i s-o-e~t-&-i-n-t-ha-t-t-he-Sp~G-E.-s-e-r-s-e-f-e-e-If!:tl:fle-F-e-i-a-1-a-d-v-e-F-t-i-s-i-P""g-en-t-he:--------
air will pass it by. The stations which are not dependent on 
advertising are few. Without co:m.mercially sponsored programs, 
the station must. either have some capital with which to continue 
in broadcasting or it must quit. 
Radio broadcasting is new. The influence of music has·not 
had time to get on a firm basis. Teachers do not expect a 
first grader to be able to read Aristotle. Most of the people 
in America are still musically in the first grade. The 
opportunity to hear·music of varied types and enoueh of it to 
form a basis for judgment, has ohly recently arrived. If the 
I ~:n:::~ ::b~::e ~as1,;:::c:::y ~e::::c:: 3 a:::::i:::l f:::~:u;::' 
, _____ t_h_e_b_e_t_t __ e-r-. --F--ci_n_n_e_y---c'c-s-s-ta teroe n·f,--- il aii-ct-11-ture Ts -In:lp_l_i:-C-1:-, t-lc-, X-l-- - -- --------
! r ------- -- --- -- ------- --- - - --- ------ ---
the germ plasm," applies here. 1 1v'.lusic as a part of Alr.Ler ican 
culture has talwn its place because it is able to meet a need 
of man. Fine music has lived on while much poorer music has 
been forgotten because it has better met the need of man. If 
rad-iobroaacast1ne is .gu.Tded bY pulilic-taste-, it- vTill-in 'Gime 
broadcast better music. Certain institutions of society '- :·", 





























are constently helping this growth. l.;usic clubs and the 
school music educetion programs are consciously trying to 
raise the level of musical taste. 
l~~oney is pley ing an important part in the broedce.sting 
of fine ffiusic. The cost of producing a broadcast of fine 
orchestral music is high. To have an orchestra of symphonic 
proportions at least s iny n:e n are r e q_u-tr·-e-a--.--8-omp-a-:re-t--h-i-s-----------
with tEm. to fifteen men needed for a dance orchestra and the 
difference in cost of the two programs is apparent. This, 
along with a lack of a denend for the finest music, forms the 
two greatest obstacles to better music. 
Certain generous and possibly shrewder advertisers are 
sponsoring broadcasts of the finest type of music. On the 
Pacific Coast a notable example of such a program is the 
Standard Symphony Hour and its cor:Jpanion program for children, 
the Standard School Broadcests. Perhaps the men in charge of 
Standard Oil Company's advertising department realized the 
permanence of the following such a program of fine music. 
rrhis program is one of the first continuous broadcasts of 
- -f-i-ne-music.-- -I-ts history is almost as long as that of com-
mercial broadcasting. l'.lany people have been steady listeners 
to these broadcasts since their beginning. This program has 
a nucleus of steady and perme.nent listeners, along with those 
·ndividuals who are being interested by fine music through 
- ---- --
the schools and other institutions of society. --Other programs--
have come and gone, but this type of advertising has permanence. 
• i 
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Iv~any progr8Jns sponsoring a dance band or variety show have 
for a time made hits and produced results as far as interest 
in the e.dverti;:;er' s product is concerned., but few of these 
programs last over a span of more than three yee.rs. While 
the program has appeal, the people are interested in the 
sponsor's product, but after the program dies the advertising 
~~'-· ------=i-s-1-e-s,__t.-I;.~e~e-&S.-v-e-1!--t-:i-s-e~s-a_~e-9-e-g-i-R-Il-i-P ..{~-t-O-a-p.pr-e-c-i-a_t_e_t_h_i_sc__ ______ _ 
and. as a result fine music is getting a larger share of radio 
time. Howard Taubman estimates that about ten per cent of 
1 
radio time is spent in broadcasting classical music. 
One objection is often raised against the claim that 
radio is making people more interested in music. Many people 
think that radio listening is too much lacking in concentration 
on the part of the listener. 'rhe radio is turned on indis-
criminately, and people spend more time with music drumming in 
their ears and still hear less of it than they did .when they 
had an opportunity to hear music only rarely and concentrated 
while they listened t·o music. 'rhere is truth in the critic·ism, 
but there is also another factor to consider. Before radio 
-~()_rl.:l..Y :f~~~ 11_eard much more than an- occasional concei•t; ana~:ne-- -
poorly sounding records of that day. People may not 
concentrate on music as much as they should to get the maximum 
of benefits from the music they hear, but people who rarely 
heard fine music before now are beginning to develop a taste for 
music of a better type~;--~----n 
lr-r. Taubman, ~:J:usic as~ Profession, p. vii 
- ---- ---------
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The redio is developing an interest in finer music. The 
level of interest in music is reaching a higher place each 
year. Vihile the {:Srowt.h is not phenomenal or as rapid as it 
might be 
1 
nevertheless 1 there is a steady growth in interest. 
People who formerly had little opportllility ·i:io hear fine music 
·now have that opportunity because of the fecili ties of radio. 
Radio on the whole is making America conscious of finer music. 
This interest and the musical training of individuals in school 
are two assets for a program of post school music. If people 
can be interested in listening to music, they may also be 
interested in trying to participate in post school music •. The 
picture is not complete because radio is not entirely a means. 
for furthering participation in instrumental music after the 
compulsion of the school is gone. In 1932 when Zanzig made 
his study of Iv.Usic in Ar_9-erica, radio was still young. In his 
investigation of obstacles to amateur music radio was studied 
along two aspects. Supervisors of 533 cities participated in 
naming obstacles to performance in co:nmunity music. One hun-
1-----dJ."-ed----th-ir-ty_f_elt_that __ the __ r_a_diQ_YJS.S ___ M _o1:)~otagJt3_'t_\)_~(}_Ei_ll:Se it is 
easier" than actual performance. Thirty-six thought that the 
radio discouraged community music because 1 "Expert performance 
discourages the amateur." The rest did not think radio was an 
obstacle.1 
for the employment of professional musicians. This, however, 
1 A. D. Zanzig, ~~sic ln American Life, p. 106. 
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is not the case. In the early s·~ages of radio the stations 
did he.ve a large staff of musicians on their peyrolls. For 
a while radio was a fine opportunity for the musician, but 
it did not last. The radio engineers soon developed the 
process of network broadcasting. Through this means a pro-
' gram broadcasted in New York could be rebroadcast in Los 
Angeles. This meant curta fled employment fur~To-s·t-rrre-n-v.rho----------
had come to look upon radio as their livelihood. For a while 
there was a problem of time zones. To be JJ,eard in California 
at nine o'clock a broadcast had to be put on the air in New 
York at six. This put one section Of the country at a con-
stant disadvantage, Radio soon solved this problem by two 
means. As the programs were "piped11 to the stations of the 
net-vvork by telephone wire, the respective stations ti\anscr ibed 
them and ·then broadcast them at a more convenien·t time. The 
other method used was to make two broadcasts of the same 
program. 
Another problem created by network broadcasting for the 
musician is the centralization of broadcasting •. Kost of to-
-=---------- -----
-day's major broadcasts come from two centers; New York City 
and Los Angeles. Both of the cities have powerful rc1j,sicians' 
unions which control eroplojll.JIJ.ent in radio. ~rhese unions have 
stringent regulations which make it difficult for the out-
no matter how outstanding his musicianship is, to get 
t~------~---~ ·----··-
'1 the little employment that is available in radio. 
This loss of opportunity for employment in radio is made 
more acute by the excelle-nce of the recordings which are now 
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available. lfiany small stations now depend almost entirely 
upon records and trenscriptions for music. rrhe cost is much 
less than that of hiring an orchestra, and the results are 
often better than those which s.n orchestra that a small station 
would hire, could produce. 
r.:any of the broadcasts of fine music do not increase the 
number of employed musicians. Broadcasts of the New York Phil-
harmonic may add to the pay of those already employed, but they 
do not open employment to more men. It is true that the men in 
The National Broadcasting Company Orchestra were hiDed for the 
express purpose of broadcasting, but the greatest part of the 
fine music on the air is being broadcasted from concerts which 
would have been held even if there were no broadcast. 
Technology was not satisfied with pulling the pin of radio 
performance out from under the shaking profession of music. It 
shattered the employment of many men and the prospects of other 
young men when it developed sound pictures. In the days before 
sound pictures the young musician could look to the theater 
with its plays and vaudeville as a source for employment. 
petent and had little difficulty in finding employment. The 
silent pictures employed at least an ort:anist if not an 
orchestra. While the pictures were silent the legitimate 
stage and vaudeville had one great advantage over the pictures. 
--------!S-J.~len-t-p-ic-tupe-s:-d -id not app e a 
sit through a short sequence of a silent picture today to see 




legitimate theater productions. Sound in the pictures chenged 
that. V[hile motion pictures today do not completely l'le.tch the 
intimacy of vaudeville and legitimate theater, they are near 
enough to reel life characters to ma.ke an appeal to many people, 
who had been interested in vaudeville and the theater. In time 
the drawing power of the ve.udeyille and legitimate theater, 
pictures, beceme so low that in r:-1ost cases one must go to a 
.large city to see a play or vaudeville. 'With the sound 
pictures came the end of employment for musicians in theaters 
and vaudeville houses as well as the old silent picture houses. 
At present legitimate theaters are complaining of the pres·sure 
that the musicians' union is putting on them. The union in 
general requires that a quota of musicians,be hired with each 
production. 'rhis puts more expense on an overhead which is 
already hard to meet because of the small attendance at 
theaters. In New York the musicians union has a contract with 
seventeen theaters to hi're at least four musicians for every 
performance. 1 A similar situation exists in Sen Francisco, 
--- -----
bu.t .. J:.hJ$_i~_jJJ.:f~I1it_es~mal compared to the employment that 
theaters formerly gave musicisns. It is true that the motion 
picture producers use some musicians to play the music for the 
sound tracks of the sound picture~. 
few rrhose"'who are employed 
receive rather high pay for their services, but it takes only 
lH. Taubman, Uusiq_ §!?_ .§. Professiollt. p. 294. 




a few men to make a sound track in compe.rison with the number 
of men that have been displaced by sound :pictures. 
As a profession music has always been insecure. At 
present it is repidly going from bad to worse. V!ith theaters 
and radio employing only a very few, most of the openings for 
mu.sicians ere gone. The symphony orchestras and other organi-
zations open for musicians ere always on the alert for out-
stending men. Outstanding men heve always been et a premium, 
but the music ia.ns of todaJ who are superior enough to be in~.a 
demand, face more competition than they ever·had to meet before. 
'rhe level of achievement, vvhich now makes a man stand out above 
the rest, is so high that it mee.ns talent bordering on genius 
coupled with expensive study· and hours of practice. Even 
those who do reach the top are constantly in fee.r of' loosing 
their place; L1en mus-e work hard to reach the top and when they 
have reached it they are usually there for only a short time. 
Many exc·ellent musicians never get a chance. '11he American 
idea of listening only. to the highly publicized performer 
often passes by an outstand.:i ng indi vidua.l because he has no 
. 1 . 
11~------r-eputat:ton. --We-not-only---look--for -best-sellersj-We--are -st-i-1-1----- ----
1 
r·--- somewhat prejudiced against American talent. 2 · We have been 
importing artists from Kurope so long, that a foreign ne.me 
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is not. rroday most people Vlho ere competent advisers recommend 
music as en evocEition, not e profession. Technology has ~-' 
linli ted the employment open in music:_ to such en extent thet a 
cereer in music is a very d8nt;erous gamble. Of the 15,000 
men in the l'Jew York Lus ic iens 1 Union, only a bout one in ten is 
em·ll)loyed steau' l·l·.)r . 1 " t f . . .11 b 1 ad _ LOS o lJ.nese men vn never e emp oy._, • 
New·rork 2,000 men. Te.ubmon sums up their plight in this 
menner: 
:L,echnologi·cal unenployment is e. problem of vEst dirrjensions. 
'l'he size of' the WPA Federal Lusic :t·roject 1 s rolls--end these 
are men and women who have had to go on relief--is an indi-
cation of how the opportunities for the little fellow have 
dried. up. In 1.-~ew fork City ~?.lone the musicien 1 s union he.s 
ebout 2,000 players on its relief rolls. The average man 
on union relief is slightly over forty and the head of a 
family. On Vi2A rolls ere nany young people 1nho emerged from 
the conservetories and music schools, fully equipped to be 
practicing musicians, but found no employer clc;moring for 
their -~reining end telent. ':Vhe I•lUSlClan on relief is usually 
competent, or better than that. He sin111ly has ho other place 
to go.2 
'The VIPA is filling these peoples needs es far es food for the 
present is concerned, but it is a relief· measure and may be 
discontinued in the future. 
!l-----------=c---:--------:::------=----~--------·---
'rechnology .hes me de for the average men more le is1.n•e th_aP: _ 
his father he.d. '::1hroug;1 the wage and hour laws of the govern-
ment, the lene;th of the week work has been cut. As early as 
1919 Gelu'kins reports the.t sociologists were beginning to 
realize tbat this leisure time was creating a need for worthy 
·- -- ------·------~-






activities. ',Ji th the increased leisure Vlhic h the present 
situa~ion t;ives music as an activity can function better. 
The autolllobile as a :.1ocle of transportation is &notller 
exa:::1ple of the ra.agic of modern technology. In former days 
when the distance which an:'incli vidual could co away fran hoBe · 
was limited b:r the horses he ovmed, in eli vidURls could not 
t :::-ave 1 · far for a night ' s en t_e_l~t_[l_tnr.o.enJ;_g_r-tG-§G-te-a-r+lee-t-i-ag"-;;:.-------
The auto1oobile has changed that. The individual is not 
lim.i ted to the I)Ursui ts of his :i.ranedia te enviroru:J.en t. Conse-
quently the things which v;ere once interesting enough to 
attract support, because there vvas nothing more attractive 
to do, are now loosing, or have lost, their grip on the 
people's interests. Eusical activities, nev1 and old, raust 
face the problem of corn.peti tion v;i th other attractions. 
rl,here is, however, an advantage. that the uni ve1·sal use of 
the auto has given to the progra:m of post school nusic. 
"dhen the individual of former yeurs wanted to try his hand 
at playing in a group, he was limited to those groups which 
were in the irillaedia te surroundings. ..tJ..t present the auto 
aen from a much wider radius. In the Stockton Synphony 
Orchestra this is quite evident. Men in this orchbstra come 
from a wide radius; ~rom as fir north as Sacramento, as far 
south as Turlock, and as far west as San Francisco. In 
11_r l.o W. Gehrkins, Introduction to Husic Jeaching, p. 10. 
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in >J.Usic is not large enouch to I:lake u vmrthvTllile groUJ), 
the use of the auto ~akes it possible to participate in a 
post school ac~i vi ty in another com.Hmni ty. 
Technology has had a 1nofound influence on nusic and 
its future. Through the radio and sound pictures uuch of J 
the demand for lH'ofessional rcusicians is eli:1inated. Hadio 
has brought music to the r1asses and in the future will, it 
is to be hoped, continue to raise the level of appreciation 
and the in~erest in r~sic. If this development is guided 
into proper channels the interest in music may' flower into 
a:::aateur nusical organizations which v1ill fill the need of 
many for vJo rthy leisure activities. 1J:lhe laborer j_ s feeling 
the effects of technoiogy through the additi6nal lei§ure 
which shorter hours are creating. 'fhe auto has lengthened 
the radius frol;J. which post school uusic organizations can 
drmv their participants. ~~11 of these things will be 
factors in a functioning of a post school r~sic prograr.1. 
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Chapter V 
The Benefits of Pbst School ~~sic 
In previous chapters it was pointed out how post 
school r:msic could help to build nusic 's place in society; 
' how it could be based on a trend already a part of our 
cultural ha1,i tage; how r:msic education has and is training 
people who could end should participate in nusic; and sone 
developuellts in technology which have changed the status of 
professional lnusic ancl others 1vhich :.1ight be useful in 
developing a prograril of post school nusic. By this ti:::ne the 
reader is probably saying, "This is all very interesting, but 
why should post school music be developed'?" In this chapter 
the benefits .of post school music ~till be exauined fror1 three 
different angles. 'I'he benefits to the connuni ty will be dis-
cussed first; the benefits to-the participating individual, 
next; and last the benefits to music as an art forn of our 
culture • 
• lround 1600 l\.. D. "concert" neant 11 peoi)le pl;:tying to-
1 
get her. rr Our Dresen-'0 __ Qonno_tation is far- d-i-fferent-.--J:.t~--
- present, 
11
concert" signifies a performance before an audience 
by one or l·1ore m.usicians. The change in the history of uusic 
is apparent fro:J. the difference in the original meaning and 










there is a group of individuals to whor,l r;msic and partici-
pation are synonyr.1ous. 'I'he nusicians in our schools play 
and enjoy playing. ~he picture changes sharply, however, 
when these sane ind.i vi duals leave school. In a group of 
fifty-seven high school graduates of the years 1934-1935 
fror:1 five Central Cclifornia high schools, eight reported 
that they were ac -uarly play:trrg-:tn.-a--rsro-up-.--8-ne-e-f-t-he-se----------
persons was playing in a college b~u1d; three others were 
playing engageu.ents with dance bands and were motivated to 
play by the money available; another individual is a manu-
facturer of reeds who plays in order to get custoners for 
his reeds; two others were playing for a church orchestra; 
and one lone individual plays in a band because he enjoys 
it. rrwelve of the rest of the group play their instruments 
at home. Of this group fev; probably are cloing anything r,1ore 
than occasionally taking their instrument out of its case. 
r.rhe other thirty-seven no longer m.ake any attem.r)t to play 
at all. ~fter the individuals leave school, ~hey begin to 
ter~ainate their participation in the actual playing of music. 
-----------------
_"rl'his-should not be the case, for the talents of each of 
these people should be utilized for the good of society. 
Certainly the individual who has terninated his playing be-
cause he has left school has not wasted the time he has 
The dividends to the individual who has 
discontinued playing is in the appreciation of the perform-
ance of others. 
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?ost school Jausic benefits to the co1:1uunity are m.e.ny. 
Jhen the high sciwol student leaves the gu:i.dance of the 
school and goes out into a nev,r ·world, the social unani1:1ity 
~hich the school and its activities created seens to vanish 
fro1:1 his life. Individuals go their various ways and in 
uany cases they live to themselves. Their friends are few 
contact are limited to the few at their Plct ce of VlO rk and in 
sane instances the church. Is it not a natural result if 
these people are selfish, narrow, and uninterested or ftninter-
esting? .A.m.erica cannot attain a true denocratic spirit if 
her people do not have social intercourse with their 
neighbors. Participation in post school instrumental music 
can b~ a means of establishing contact between the indivi-
dual, who has just left the guidance of his school, and :the 
whole of society.· 
As a result of the present chaos in Europe one is led to 
believe that the fundamental principles of deraocracy are in 




f Hen are b~in~ trained in the art of war. Llanufacturers are __ . 
turning out supplies needed for railitary defense at great 
speed, and labor is being severely criticized for striking 
in this actual or ir:J.a.gined e111ergency. 
National defense has not been limited to the art of 
- ---------·· ·------~ 
war and the manufacture of war supplies. Educators, seeing 
that there is a possibility of danger to it, because of the 
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passiveness in our appreciation of dm1ocracy were quick to 
begin the exwaina tion of their philosophy and procedures 
for possible flaws. One needs only to read of the inter-
nal instability o:f' France before the war, to realize that 
its disunity was one of the causes for the collapse of 
de1aocracy. If de;nocracy is going to continue in .d.merica, 
1ve need unity. 
The ways in which a program. of post school r.msic can 
aid in making de~.1ocracy vvork better are varied and in r.1a.ny 
cases not very apparent. Der2ocracy in ~u-:1e1•ica is based on 
the idea that every 11ember of society should have his right 
to state his viewpoint on the affairs of the COL'li!l.Ulli ty. In 
a denocratic society all may voice an opinion, and as a 
result v1hen the various ideas are brought together the 
intelligent appreciative individual can examine these views 
and have as a basis for judgment, not just one side, but all 
sides. \lhen the individual and the· group see the complete 
picture they are 1aore likely to solve their problems 
correctly than if they were given only the "right side" as 
•--~ ___ judged b:z__s_onLe_dic_tator or-demagogue·.:-
- - Frorri. t\-io -l!ii.:ln standpoints post school r:1usic cnn help 
this process. If an individual i& prejudiced against one 
person, or a group of men b e~cause of race, color, or creed, 
it is very likely that the individual will not take kindly 
ter-hov'l sound-GP"-----~ 
logical it may be. In iUQerica the probleu is even greater 






in com:perstively yctLt_;. The UrdteC. Stc.tes hcs no treditions 
end rc.cisl habits which heve co~e down to the present as a 
result of hEving been c n~tion over e long period of yeers. 
Our populetion hss been neither stable nor uniform in rc.ce. 
As e lc.rge and prosperous netion, the United States has been 
the ''L:ecce" for oyr:ressed ·peoples the rJOrld over. 'n1e 
people who cr:me to the Ur.:.itecS. Stetes cr:r;e from c:,lnost every 
country of the globe. Fo sooner did one group begin to hsve 
sor!le of their he.bits chcnged to thOf:3e current in .t...rnerica, 
than e new .group ce.me to chc.nge the chere.c ter of the popu-
l8.tion ag2.1n. As 6. result .Americe hes c. problem· of recial 
c.nd. religious tolerence to fece. While it is not entirely 
accurate to sey that knowing a person or race better is a 
certain me ens of e.ppr ecieting the good Ci.UPl i ties of the 
individual or race, there is truth in the idea. Certeinly 
no individual or group is without some good points. If 
through some process the citizen of the United States were 
able to apprecie.te the good points of their neighbors they 
would be more likely to look for more ·good in them, as 
-- -----------·.--: 
H-----~ap_pr_e_c_inL_i_Qn_o_f e.n_in_diYidn_e~ _ QJ:' _ 1:1 _g:t:'.QlJJ? __ m~.k~-~- i_t.__ po~s i~h~l~e-'-----~ 
--:fOr the person to exc:mine the idees of the individual or 
group with less into~erence, end base his judgment on facts, 
·not prejudice. 
lv':usic as en international lenguage is understandable 
music is an expre$sion of the feeling of the people. Com-
posers, as a rule, reflect the surroundings about them. 
- ~--~:;.:·.-,.------- ----- ----------------------------------- --- ----
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The tr~ined rrusicien has little trouble in telling the 
difference between Russien P.ncl French r:msic. I:o one who 
listens to a fine Bcch chor2le end truly BJ!J>recj_etes it, 
wi11 cless Bc:ch with the llbloody Eun." Jm sD·"recdc-tion of 
the music of cmother rece c2.n be the besis for en Bj)precie.tion 
of the culture of that race, snd of the individuals of thet 
race with which one comes in contect. Tolerance can be based 
on an w1derstanding of the culture of a race. 
The influence of post school music on the comr;Lmity 
tmve.rd epprecietion of e.nother ra.ce and its individuals is 
· tvJO fold. :First of ell, ec tual p1ey ing of e number me}:es the 
connection between the musician end the composer and. his people 
more intimate. The listener must rely upon the performing 
artist to· interpret the music for him, while the individual 
who performs hE.S actual contact with the composer through his 
musical symbols. -The individual vvho actually ple.ys the music 
has an opl)Ortunity to experience the music at first hand. It 
requires far more concentretion on the music to pley it th~?n 
to listen to it. This concentration not only is necessary 
gresp of the music he pleys. If post school music were a 
greater part of our life, there would probe.bly be greeter 
tolerance emong nations and among the individuals of a mixed 
community. 
H---------P-es-t-se-heel--mus-ic--eould also help-t.owa:t>d to-le~ance-thr'-oug-h 








limited in the ecqu[intances which they have. If en indivi-
dual knows nothing about enother he is li.tely rwt be be 
interested in him. He would not cere to hec:.r his views. 
People ·working together, pley ing instru.r1ente.l music, or 
working at any other group enterprise take em inter.est in 
each other, end thus there is created a unity of interest 
and s p ir i -c • In America, where there is a__t_Eul.d_e_n_c_y_t_Qwe..rfl. __________ _ 
racie.l unity as con·trasted to national unity, ·there is 
danger of intolerance and even worse, class distinction. If 
people of all races and creeds would perticipate in a common 
community enterprise, this obstacle to greater national unity 
of interests and ideals might be lessened. Post school music 
ce.n be a great influence for creating tolerance e.nd unity in 
a community because it gives the individuel en apperceptive 
basis for finding the good in the culture of the other person 
and his race. It is a cor:ununity enterprise in vrhich individuals 
of differing "sets" can come together Bnd have social inter-
course; ·where people of differing rates can meet on commun 
ground to create beauty and harmony. 
lf---------~rf!e-c-reob-e-fine--in-strnL1ente.-l music tne-TniiTviduaT-mus t be 
Bble to know when he is playing a subordinete part and when 
his part is important. In order that the composition may sound 
well, eHch member of the group must cooperate to make his part 
important when it is necessary and let, the others heve their 
lS-PBX-t-i-s-not-1-mportant. Speak-i-ng-of---the teamwork~-
necessery in performing fine instrumental music, Zanzig has 
. this to say, "Here are all the cit,izenly virtues of physical. 
·, 
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games and sports, but without the competitive fe.ctor--the ideal 
society in which each member, be he the concertmsster or the 
lowliest player of e. horn or bass viol must play his part as ·, ,,., 
well as he can in such a way as to bring out the best that is 
1 in every other part." 
If people in playing together in o. community musical 
orgE~nization learn to cooperate and do their part in music, 
they will make their organization one of which they can be 
proud. Wise leadership can help p-eople to become proud of .. 
their efforts and organization. 'l1his pride does not always 
remain in the group, but often spreads to the community at· 
large. Pride in e. community's enterprises under wise civic 
leadership will lead to civic e.ction and progress. Many com-
munities now civically backward might be awakened to civic 
pride by cooperative efforts of its citizens in art and music. 
One of the greatest wastes of humen resources in present 
day life is the waste due to crime. Every community is 
affected by it.· ::iJld j_t is a problem in which many fectors 
are involved. Unemployment erD.ong the young people of the 
1---_f___---U-n-i-ted-g-ta-tes-i-s-vy-idespread.---Vlhat-means--have --t-hey---:o-f-re-
taining their self-respect, their pride? How are they going 
·to support themselves? In many cases the National Youth 
Administration is providing them with employment. 'l1here are, 
however, many vvho do not he.ve even ·this opportunity. Ideals 
are . take_ the_p_I_ac.e __ of __ s_elf=r_es_p_e_c_t_, __ 
1A. D. Zanzig, l~usic and Arneric~~ Life, p. 56. 
--- 1 
-_-. ..,..~-,.-.-.-,-=---~ ---
~~~-.:.:l~,..;.;~.J.i .. ;;.~.~;;.iw..,.:._ • ...:......: ... :i..<.t-'---~ ... -.... :~-.:::.:£:·;..:-.;.;£.:..~3::,-~-;~:..:i;i_-~~:~::. .. ~::l'~'Z~~~~;_-;~~i..i:i..;.,.,'~1...:i~..::..£-;b...:i .... ~~~:&....~'.:.:.<i~c..;:~~-... :.-~:..t:;..::_;.:·~:..,;;..;;.~~JJ.~:>4;::-3/'•.··<:.~A~t..S..:~~ 
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pride, or food. People need these things to satisfy the WEmts 
of the human personality. Because of society's present con-
dition it~ is impossible for meny to keep to the standards which 
they feel ere necessary to their happy existence. The popular 
entertainments, the right clothes, e.nd a car, cost rwney. 'rhe 
person without mee.ns is limited in the things he can do. About 
him he sees other people wiTn auvantages, and_:_e~rrvy-ts-ttre·-----------
result. In many cases the possibilities for future employment 
seem hopeless, and the inequality of it all becomes a driving 
power in the existence of the individual. vVith fair means of 
gaining the fulfilment of their ernbi tions gone, some young 
people, and old ones as well, are driven to desperate means. 
The utter boredom of leek of something to do is enough to 
drive many to desperate means. 
Post school music cannot solve the problem of providing 
the youth and aged of our population with employment. Post 
school music can, hov,rever, give the unemployed, prospective 
criminal something enjoyable to do. Recreational facilities 
go hand in han·d with low crime rates. Vl. J. Burns, the crimi-
--------- -----
nolog-ist, -is .quoted by Hunt in this connection, riShow me tll_e 
city with the maximwn of recreational advantages and music 
and I will show you the city vdth minimum crime.u
1 
kusic as 
a recreational force in the communiJcy can make for enjoyment 
and recreation:: on;'the,:part :~of the: :leSSJ for:tuna·ce. :c'o·r 
r----------------~------~~--------~---
One of the weaknesses of the .Ameri~c~e~.n ~rec-i·eational ---~~----'--
1B. M. Hunt, School Music Education in CalifornJ-1!, P• 44. 
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habits of today is the reliance upon professional and com-
mercially controlled amusements. In-music, as in other 
recreational activities, this is very true. r.:r. Clarke sums 
up the situation in these words, "So long as we think of 
music as professional performance, just so long are we going 
to experience art sec.ond handed, continuing to live in a 
1t-------.!mat_e1, i .aLvw.rJ..d_,_t.r..g-i-ng_t_o_buy-b.g.p.p-i-ness-. " 1 TJ1e-idea-t-b.a-t,-----'--------
money can buy happiness is quite often false. All the money 
in the world cannot buy the feeling of having created some-
thing beautiful through interpretating well a fine piece of 
music; the pride that comes of having attenpted to ple.y· 
something seemingly above one's capacity, and coming through 
without faltering. But the delusion of wealth and happiness 
is still in the minds of many. Too many people feel that 
they are 11 back numbers" in their "set" if they do not reed 
the latest "best seller" and aee the latest movies~ Post 
school rnusic offers an opportunity in which almost everyone 
who wants to participate can do so at rather a small expense. 
In fact some opportunities are free of charge, and still o 
H-------~------;----;--;--~--- ------------------------------------------- ----- ----L______ other~_, __ s_uc}_). as the Stockton Symphony, through receipts at 
f. ,, 
'i concerts and "guarante~ funds," are able to pa.y the indivi-
dual musician a small amount of money at the end of the year. 
Post school music as an institution in society could be a 
means of showing the general public the benefits of making 
might be raised if society would try to find recreation 
through its own effor:ts, instead of sitting on the sidelines 
1E. Clarke, Iviusic in Everyday Life, p. 20. 
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watching others play. J.:any people who are me king themselves 
unhe.ppy because of their le,ck of money or other things which 
often become more important than they really are, could so 
lose themselves in post school music, or other acticities, 
that much of their poor mental health could be eliminated. 
The lack of opportunities for professional employment 
in music do not mean that people would not like to listen to 
music. Many communities which could not carr-J the burden of.· 
the cost of a· professional symphony orchestra, or a fire . . 
band, could enjoy concerts given by; a community group at a 
cost within the reach of all. rrhe Recreation I.Iagazine of ;;,· 
July 19 35 describes a communi -cy group that has done just such 
a thing. rrhe depression had hit the tovm of Blue Mound, 
Illinois rather hard. The cornL1uni ty lacked any source of 
income .during the depression because of its dependence on 
agriculture. Crops failed and prices were low. 'rhe attempts 
or· the community to bring recreation were unsucc~ssful. The 
movies which it could afford, and other e.ttempts of that 
1 
__________ n..._.a-L+"-'uu'-'-r~e--._, did not meet the needs of the communi t·,.. 'rhe town's 
The band met with success. 
As the article puts it, every rehearsal called for the 
t1...irning over of a "few more nail kegs" for seats for new 
members. This community did not stop with this development. 
an outdoor theater was 
















reports ·with pride the t only one men Vlho was not a member of 
the community was needed for this work. In order to have good 
lights a man was brought on from a neerby town to make the 
lighting arrangement. 'Ehe music ple.yed in this thee.ter was 
not limited to that of the band. Of this tovm of 817 people, 
200 pe.rticipated. in the entertainments that were held in this 
work must have been good for the concerts weree.ttended not· 
lYy just the ·townspeople, but by people from surrounding 
. t. •1 cornmunl les. It is quite. evident that this community c·ould 
not support a professional group, but its citizens were 
willing to support a community project. 
rrhe value of rriusic in the community needs no defense. 
There is, however, a problem in most of the smaller communi-. . 
ties in the financing of professional groups. In many cases 
post school music can solve the problem of providine concerts 
for the community • 
The question of the value of a concert to the community 
does need clarification on one point. Radio is bringing to 
1---+,~~------------- -------- ---




much of it. The question, "why bother to hold concerts when 
b~ttier music can be heard in the home," needs to be discussed. 
The community benefits when individual members get together 
for an activity. The atmosphere of a concert is much akin to 
--------- - ------------
the atmosphere of a rehearsal. In a concert people have a 
1c. Bradley,nBlue Jiound Banishes Depression Blues," 
Ete cr~ at ion,. (XXIX p ~ 214 (.Juiy .1935) 
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chance to have social intercourse with their neighbors; in 
a rehearsal the members of the orchestra have the same 
opportunitry. Concerts. also make music more exciting. The 
distractions that are usually connected with listening to 
the radio are to a large extent eliminated at a concert. 
The attraction of seeing live musicians perform heightens 
the interest. Music wh&ch is heard at a concert is usually 
remembered longer, because the individual has concentrated 
more on the music and has the association of living musi-
cians connected with music. The opportunity of going to a 
concert and hearing music under better circumstances than 
those available at hoaa, can raise the level of music 
apprediation in the community along with the general 
e-ultural level. 
The benefits to the community of post school music 
could be discussed at greater length. As an institution post 
school music will do much to aid in the unification of a 
large racially and culturally divided nation. Crime, which 
is bred of boredom and lack of opportunity for wholesome 
recreation, could, in many cases be averted if the individual 
would learn to "toot" a horn and not a gun. Post school music 
could open to society the whole field of active, inexpensive, 
and worth while entertainment, which is largely untouched in 
American life, because we pay to see others play, rather than 
enter into the game or activity. Concerts by post school 
groups could fill the need of many communities for musical 









things of life in the cormr"unity. Above all, post school muslc 
could make life in American communities richer, emoGionelly 
more satisfying, and more successful in their attempts to 
create a true democratic spirit. 
Post school music can not function unless the individuals 
able to partie ipate are willing to support it. 'rhe ind.i vidual 
likely to spend the time necessary to participate in musice.l 
activities. The financial benefits of post school ill1usic to 
the individual have already been implied in the discussion of 
the benefits of post school music to the comrnunity. As an 
activity for the individual, community music is both inex--
pensive and enjoy able. 'rhe individual need not fee 1 that there 
is no means of entertainment available because he has only 
limited financial resources. Post school music as a hobby can 
provide for the individual active recreation which will not be 
a serious drain on his pocket book. 
The claims of the schools for the benefit of music to the 
pupil all have validity. Iv:ost people conversant with the ob-
____ Je_ctiv_~§ Qf Ir11J.Sj.C E3ducation arefEnnilfar With the-- cTaims aa~­
vanced by the leaders of the profession regarding the benefits 
of music. K. VL Gehrkins claims these benefits of music for 
the school pupil. l)hysically, music aids the individual to 
hear more accuratelj') •1 Emotionally, music may teac·h the 
individual control and restraint •2 Spiritually, musrc---rs----
l:K. Vl. Gehrkins, I~~usic for l)ublic_ Schq_~l Administrators, p. 3. 
2Ibid., p. 4. 
- -·· .....-....... ,.___.-~......,.o:;o;;....,.w..o. .......... >.~""-:...;-..;.'-;;,--"';A_~;ut_o:{....::.:..;,t~-"'..,;:.t..a,:..,;;.·_..... .. ;..,...i,i~r.;;:;.~o-:c=;r~~~;:;;:;..._.~:..~.;;:-...:;;-;,"...U-....:..'V..;t1<,;.<.~.W:.'.~';;.'..;.:..,~<.;;;,~Lj.;_,.b,;.;.·,.~;~~...-..;..:.t,·~L..!.a~~-..:;._;,,:'.f:,...,.;,:,:l:..:~.j,~,:~,~,_:.;-l~ ... ~~-~o-\;,:..;;.~;.2_~.:..~:.,;.:;..·~W;.,~.'~:..,_-::,~~:.:..::..::.~~~~·._,.'.~~'""':.0~~,;~.r.: 
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1 
uplifting. Socially, r.msic can stimulate and unify tlle 
pupils. 
2 
'.L'he technique gained in participation ce.n make 
playing music more enjoyable. 
3 
Beattie, LcConatby, and 
}[organ have t&ken the list of the seven cardinal objectives 
and shown how music can aid in attaining them. 4 Some of 
their ideas carry over into post school music. If, as they 
posture and benefits to health, continued performance will 
keep this worth while habit more firm. If music can give 
the individ.ual emotional stability which can make this member-
ship in the home better, then post school music might lead to 
a partial solution to many of our divorce problems. It is 
claimed that music gives the individual a feeling for the 
rights of others. Is it not logical that an activity of this 
should be continued after school· days e.re over? If the 
par·(jicipation for a common goal by individuals has et.l1ical 
implications, then it should by all means not stop because 
the school has given'the individual a diploma. Post school 
music as an outcome of the public school music progre.m is 
------------- -------------· -------- -~-- ----- -----•-
desirable because .r·:r-fs ·a.--1neans of continuing the benefits 
to the individual which school music gives. 
'romlin' s s~atement, urrhe trouble with our com.mon school 
. education is that it is concerned too exclusively with the 
1 
Ibid., p. 5. 
' 
3Ibid., p. s. 
- -, -
4J. Beattie, l£cConatby~,/ and Morgan, Music i~ the .ilj.~qj.or High 





things of knowledge, and the. t it leaves the deepest powers 
in the children undeveloped," may be pereph:easec1 to fit Amer-
ican life in this way: the trouble with our American life 
is that it is too exclusively concerned \Ni r.h the material 
things of life, and that it leaves the deepest Dowers of 
society undeveloped •
1 
:r .. ~usic is one resource of the individual 
that most people negleot to cultivate because of thetr_mad. ___ -'----
scramble to ge.in the material things of life. Clarke has 
shov.rn what music, as one of the deepest powers of the indivi-
dual, does for him. 
11 It'lusic is not a frill. ·ro each human mood music is an 
escape from introversion. 'Ehe music lover is blessed with 
another world, into which it is possible to be transported 
amid the pressure of every day life. Like any other srt, 
music is a definite avenue to happiness because it adds 
meaning to life; music amplifies that meaning. 'Eo under-
stand music is to have an aQ.dltiional weepon Wiech which to 
flght life's battles.n2 
In his article, "lly 37 Years VTith Criminals," George F. 
Smith, the leader of Austrelian prison reforms, gives his 
aim in reforming individuals in these words, "Boost the in ... 
m""·'-e's f'd · 1' lf 113 P' the u t s th s f ~~ con 1 ence 1n 11mse • ~ n q o· e e ca e o 
Alister Clark, a man who is sentenced to life imprisonment: 
_ _ ____ _Locked up+ he no longer wanted to live. One day after--a~ 
prison concert bf a visiting ertist I called him to my office, 
told him I had noticed his interest in music, and offered 
2 .,., 
.G. 
to let him study. He had never thought about it, he said, 
but if I thought he could do it, he would try ..• 
One day music lovers of the world may listen to grand 
opera produced -by a man v\rho, eccording to lav..r, is destined 
to remain until the day he dies behind. the wells of an 
Clar.ke, kusiq_ i!l Sver-.r:~..Y- Life, p. 27 
:B'. Smith, Yliy 37 Years With Criminals," Hoterian, LVI'); ·:. ,.,,. 
.. p. 30 (Jan. 1940) 
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AustraliBn prison. Stranger still, he is & man who did 
not knmv one note o:f' music before his irrlnrisorment. 
~nd so the first eleven yee~s of Au~tralia's first 
reformatory have seen a greet chBn?e in the lives of 
in:mc:tes. .l,hey heve found nurDose. ·_:hev· he.ve been· helned 
in rebuildin&:' their lives.- _,here is one ke7 to it ell· •..• 
diverting in~o constructive chennels the rne~tal energy 
end inventive genius vvhich they once used in .the :::.ursuit 
of crirne.l · 
If reus ic can make the life of a prisoner Vi~lOse fu cure is as 
bleck ss ·che.t of Clerk in·;.;o SOine'lihing vvorthv;hile beceu.s_e_.i_t, _______ _ 
gc_,_ve him bll outle"G for his energy, then H:.usic should be 
worthwhile to the person who needs some"Ghing to give life 
deeper meaning. 
Lusic es e. hobby is unexcelled .. As Johnson points out 
in an emusing article 11 A Necessery Dash Of Bitters'' music es 
a hobby has one great edve.ntege over most hobbies because no 
me.tter how long one attempts to ple.y music there will always 
b '1 L. • h 2 "" . h 1 b . . . th e new goa s t..O reao. • i·nUSlC e.s a . o) y 1n compe.r1son Wl-
woodworking can le.st much loneer. '.Phe technic;_ues of wood-
vJOrking do not take long to mester but even the most telented 
artist never reeches ·perfection. For the c:m:ateur, music ca·n 
be a fascinnting snd lifelonp, enjoyment. "Eusic cen be the 
! -·------- ----------.--~--~---.-~ . ~ ..... ·----~ .. ·-· 
emotional sefety valve for the individual; besides being a 
social asset, nmsic is a self-discipline end trains one in 
". t. 3 coora1ne-1on • 
.. ·· 
l~b." .L lQ. l .' • 
~~------~2~---------------~----~---
G. Johnson, 11 .A Ffecessar:r Dash of Bitters," lit:..~-])_f!}-.::!3~' c1x:X:rv:'';.:); 
3 p • 17 8 ( J U 1 Y 19 ~ 5 ) _: , -.. r : , 1 
R. Heylbut, "Music is Ivy Hobby," Et~~Sie, LXII, p. 77+ (Dec.:l939) 




If the individual participates in post school music he 
is bound to gein many benefits. ~llhile these ere often not 
e.ppe.rent to the individuel's perception, the:,r ere ECtuelly 
I helping him. Other benefits P-.I'e more evident. They are so 
much e part of active pBrtic:ipetion that through them the 
indhn id.us.l c en be interested and motive ted to try to plc..y. 
~-+--------"'-'r""'h"""i"""s_guid.cmce must be active in me king the benefits of post ·-------------
I 
I_ ___ _ 
school ILusic known to the individuels who participate in 
music for otherwise they may not be noticed. 
In many weys post school music cen aid in rsising the 
apJ)reciation of music, its ste.tus in society and the general 
culture.l level. The President of the Jfecleration of E'usic 
Clubs listed six objectives for the furtherance of music in 
America. One of these was "AmE~teur performance should be 
emphasized end the organization of o.me·teur group should be 
.. ,1 stressed. •1 
In 1\r!lerica, with its emphasis on the material "tihings of 
life and the history -of industrial development and Western 
expe.nsion, n:tUsic as a national and universel art he.s been 
not had time to build a national music of its own. Our early 
reliance upon imported artists was fill a ttemp·t to buy music. 
'ro be national,. music must he.ve its roots in the lives of the 
people. If A"11er:l.ca is going to develop musically, music must 
Clark, Music_ in EverydaY ;Life, p. 270 .. 
---=-_;--
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be made to function in the life of its people. Post school 
music provides one me ens of sterting this gro~Nth. 
rrhe amount of musj c V.'hich is commonly hec=:rd is limited 
by public demand. l.Cany delightful end interes-ting works e.re 
practically never heard becc.use standerd favorites crowd the 
less popular work from the repertoire. One is led to 
appreciate the roots of Tschaikowsl~_'_s ___ music_in--the-wo:r:-k-s-o-f-----:--
1~:ozsrt after hearing his Second Symphony. In about ten years 
of listening to much of the music on the air the author knows 
of only one broadcest performence ·of this wor·k. In this 
respect post school music is fortunate, e.s is not forced by 
its listening audience to play the standard favorites. Often 
truly great music has been written and never played only once. 
In America progress in co11position could be stimulated 
if composers could look forvmrd to hef .. r ing their works. 3inc e 
many times the professional orchestra's repertoire is cro·wded 
with the things that are demanded by the public, conductors 
are careful about progrmning too many new works. If a con-
ductor plays a new COIDl)Osition in preference to some fine, 
audience as a result. With financial conditions as they are. 
in most cities such experimentation is dangerous. With the 
post school. group there is no such a problem. It is true that 
even ·!jhe performers like to play the popular numbers. r.rhere 








least more familiar, with the favorites that are played to-
day than the average listening audience and are thus nore 
likely to be willing or even anxious to try sone new work. 
i .. Iany co.mposi tions cannot be apJ)reciatecl at one sitting. 1:1.s I 1 Clarke }Uts it, nThere is a definite linit to the proportion 
f 1 
J of unfa:"liliar music any list:aner can digest. 11 Ls.ny tiLles 
Jr------t-he-pu1.rJ.:i_c_d_o_e_s-not-aJ)preciat_e_"CneWo r'Gh oT--a nuraberoec~us e--. -
















better than the incli vidual who hears it but once. It takes 
concentr·ation to play a number and hearing is aided by con-
centration. In rehearsing a number, it is usually played 
at least twice and as a result the ra.usic is more carefully 
evaluated. Post school music could greatly aid in the 
appreciation of music through its possibilities for giving 
unfamiliar and new rnusic a chance to be heard. 
Elsewhere an analysis was made of the relation of music, 
--· ----~ar-t, -and--l-i-terature. 2 Along -vvi th this analysis the differ---
ence between listening ancl perform.ance was intimated. Since 
music is necessarily written to be heard it is through some 
individual's interpretation that the listener hears it. 
~+-------- ··:1!.'-;--0-J:-a:r ke-, -I:Ius 1-c-in--Bve-rydny-J~if e-;---p-. -s2·~-
2 
--------------
~p. 25 above• · -· --








If the individual plays the music hinself, he can also 
interpret for hi;:lself. It is true that the perforuer is 
limited by :1is o·,'Jn teclmiclue, but the individue.l -r:ho is 
perfo r_ling has first-hand contact vlith the cor11poser. H e 
is not relying on someone else to intenn·et for him. His 
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concentration on the nusic is uuch better and he is likely 





i ! . 
In the chaptel' on 'l,echnology the status of music as. a 
... 1 profession Vlas pointed ouv. Euploynent has hit a very low 
mark and the future does not seen to point to a brighter 
outlook. Our people used to rely upon the professionals 
for rausic. r.roclay throug'l technical developnents r.1o st of 
the musicians have been re}:ilaced by electrical devices. 
Two inportant points, in regal'd to unenployment of musicians 
and the benefits which post school can give, r1ust be rna de. 
In the first place the future of nusic vvill rest heavily 
upon the school and post school nusic prograns. In forner · 
years the fine musicians got their orchest~al routine in 
the theater pit, novv they are erapty. If .i1.merica is going 







nust provide opportunity for nevv nusicians to replace the 
old; there must be some opportunity for musicians t61.get 
(" 
otch~st~al schooling. Fine professional musicians will 










exist. These nen need ex1Jerience, but the opportunities 
of the theater pit are gone. 
Europe has al\vays produced orchestral conductors for 
d:lerica ~ Europe, ·;lith its advanced }Josj_ tion in nusic, has 
~een able to produce fine conductors because there have 
been :,1ore O:PlJortuni ties for the ino:q)eriencecl 11erson to 
co nd.uct ComJ:J.Uni ty lJiUSi2_~_-•• L1f3_l~_Q~_d_o_es_no_t_lack--ta-1ent~, --!~------------
however; the ~~in difficulty has been that no opportunity. 
iVas provided fo1~ the younc conductor to gnin e:xpe:rience. 
J:,J.any .a young conductor and sone group of fine ruusi-
cians, who at present are technologically uner~loyed and 
likely to rer:J.!iin so for the rest ·of their lives could find 
use for their talent and in post school nusic. riot only 
vmuld they be benefited, but the uusical development of 
.J .. ue:ri c0. could use their services. ..~s .Taubman says, "There 
may. co~ne a day '.vhen /...merica will v-nmt expert professional 
nusicians to head its bands, whieh nay serve both as a 
1 trcc1ining ground and career for thousands of conductors. w-
In certaJ.n instances this has already occurred, "The 
--~--------'------__ _ 
eli v1sion has sent young conductors to varioUf3 coramuni ties 
in the country 'di th the assignnent of organizing orchestras. " 2 
The author does not mention any specific exanples, and there-
fore it is not certain \Vhethel' these orchestras are 
2
Ibid., pp. 216-217. 
?2 
cionductor sent by an extension division does suggest a 
possible source of le2dership. 
Cor;nmni ty uusic is to be cot:nencled for cloing as nuch as 
it has, .but it laclcs continuity in ~.lany cases. "~ yearly 
nusic festival with its exci te;:-.ent is not ad.ec1_ue.te to neet 
the needs of the coLLJ.l.mi ty. Interest in o.ny coE1J:mni ty pro-
ject of ~his sort is bet~er spread over the year. ~he 
situation is an:.;..logous to the indi viduel y,:ho goes to church 
on ~3unday and robs 1lis nei£,!1bQr on ·•onday. :..usic as a part 
of co~1nuni·ty life will not last if. it lacks contin~ity. iJ.. 
post school org .. :mizat:"Lon could give such continuity to nusic 
in the community. 
In this cha.pter only sane of the nost inportant benefits 
have been discussed. 1~ost readers will agree that post 
school music is a benefit to the cor:rrJ.uni ty, the incH vidual 
and the art of :nusic. rost school l:msic has untold possi-
bilities for a co.:n:::mnity. r_;;hese possibilities will not be 
realized ir~1ediately and it will be necessary for leader-





:t·ost .3cl10ol 0pportunities in Central C3lifornia 
.Since_ there are so nany worthvrhile things to be gd.ned 
by post school participation in 1msic, with its precedent in 
California history esteblished, and the Great nuriber of 
prospecti~e participators being trained each year, it would 
see:J. as though post school :-:1usic should be an important 
con.runity nctivity. Investigation of the actu~l situation 
existing in Central California is, lwwever, disappointing • 
. ihat ClarK:e \V1"i tes, is only too true: "Only too easily, in 
the drdly round, do young 1:1en find their nusicnl expressions 
grow rusty and younc vwmen park their instruuents at the 
l)Orte,ls of .n.atrL:tony. ul Coranuni ties s}?end annually large 
c:n1ounts of noney from nunici:p.al and national funds on 
nu.sic v'fitllou·~ succeeding in making nusic ir:111ortant enough 
to the individual so that he will enjoy playing it. In 
l9c~? it was found that five millio:::l dollars were spent 
annually by nunicipal c.overntlents in cities of over five 
' ~ . ' 
tho us :-md :L nha on~ ants for I:"J:Us_i_c __ wtthout-o bt-c.d-n-tng-h-i-ghl-y·-----~-------------
2 
gj~atifying results. Yet on the other hand at very little 
expense the little coumuni ty of Blue ~Iound, lllino is, could 
start a fine com::m:1i ty rm'sic 1)ro j ect. 'l,here seen to be 
some i';.:.ctol'S \Vhich are prevcmting 1)ost school nusic fron 
nakinc; the :~1ore rapid cleve±OlXlent -it--shou-1(1--.--I-n--o.rcler---to. ___ _ 
lr,;. Cla::·ke, l.:usic iu_ :Gvervda'{. Life, p. 66. 
<' 
~s. :;Jr)n_etll, Social ;~spects of J..:usi_g_ it}. "~.1erica, p. 49. 
l 
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find out ··.V 1 ~?t the :'_ctunl si tuo.tion of post schC'oJ :Tt·.sic j_n 
Centr8l C~l~fJrni2 is, questionn~ires were sent to t~e 
school in the cou,1ties of ;:3tanislrws, ';'uolu..me, Cr.:.lc:verns, 
1--------·--- -- --
San Jo<Hluin, 3o.cra:.lellto, Yolo, ~:ariposa, ".J.la<lor, Solo.no, 
~.:erced, lclacer, Yube, ColusG.., 0utte:t"', anc1 Contra Coste .• 
U:L t.he sixty-four questionna.:res sent out, thirty-seven · · 
were returned. (~ee appendix) 
ri'he Teturns fron the QUest iol1l1(J.il'es giVe t}le following 
r:tcture of the condition of l')Ost school r::.usic in Central 
California. 'l·,lenty-two, or fifty-nine 1)er cent of the co:m-
raunities neiti1e1' he.d, as a part of thei:::- adult euucation, 
o. post school group nor provided op_portuni ties for pal'tici-
pation t}u•ough othe:r Eleans. One city reported six groups; 
seven others reported two; five, re11ortecl one; while in one 
/. 
case a group was j_n the process of fornation; and in another 
contauni ty the form.er students participated in the regular 
rehearsals of the school groups. 
~--------Gl~J.:;l}~e.r---t;un-i-t-i-e.s----:i.-11-F.'e.st-Sehee"'l-I.n.s-tci~W"lental-l~lu-scie-i-n---------c=~==~= 
_____ __ __ __ _'J:,]J.irty-ae.Y.e.n __ Ccnti·a1 Ca1ifo rnia Cor:1nunities 
Cities with five groups 
Cities with two groups 
Cities with one group 















One group bein13 formed and one city providing OPI)Ortu-
nity through regular school instrunental ausic organi-
zations. 
The uvera{se population of cities reporting) in the "no 
' ____ _ 
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8l'OUl) class!' is 1,700. Of these, thl'ee cities had. ohly a 
population of 100, \!hils the t\'vO le.rccst each had 10,000 
l)eople. 'i'he city reJ)orting six e:roUl)S is the larsest, 
end has a jopulation of over 100,000 people. The average 
J.J'-~l)Ulation of the cities reporting in tlJ.e "tvJO croup cless, 11 
is 18,357; the largest of these has i population of 54,000 
g:coup class" avel':::.ce 3,780 and l'ance fron 8,000 to 1,000 in. 
po}?ulat:ton •. irou the uverage size of the cities, there is 
little or no' correlation betvleen population and organized 
post school nusic groups. ~L'he difference of those reporting 
in the ttno groUI), 11 and those \Vith "tvvo groups" in only 1,357 
people. Certainly the opportunities j_n the smallest ei ties 
are slight, but there seem to ))e raany iliarge cities that had 
to report with the "no group class." 'i'he cities v.,ri thout 
opportuni tj_es in instrumental nusic cr.:m be cHv:i.decl into 
three classes: those having less than 500 account for 
eight groups, those ranging between 1,000 to 2,000 account 
for nine groups, and those ranging fron t;;,500 to 10,000 
___ .acc_o_uut_ fo_r_ LLYJ?. "vii th the exception of the four cities 
which are over the 10,000 nark, cities v;hich provide for 
post sc1wol l:lwc>ic opportunities fit into the above 
u.entioned populat:ton picture in the follovring Banner: 
cities below five hundred have no or~anizecl groups; cities 
by themselves, havinG a population of 2,200 and 2,500. 
j--
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'i'::J.ere is a possibility for work in the 1,000 to 2,000 pol:lu-
lation cl&ss, \lhich has JJ2.'oven vrnctice.l in sone co; ilmni ties 
of that size. }?or those co:.1.mni ties ,_)elow 500 tLere is no 
p:recedent, "but this does not nean it :i.s il:-•l)Ossible to start 
groups. Go:l.lnunities ',vit~1 populations larcer than 45,000 ;_-,~~o 
should be a fertile field fo~~ l)Ost school L1Usic pronation. 

















Cities without Per ~ent 







Two cities having groUI)S did not fit }.nto the classes be-
cause their P011Ula tions Ymre 2, 000 and 2, 500. 
:Figure II 
As tor the typ~s of organizations, the questionnaires 
report fourteen bands and ten orchestras. Two of the orches-
ras ristea. are church groups. Undoubtedly tlle:-ce are many 
more that have not been listed because they have not cone to 
the attention of the SUl)erYisors. .i~ cor:roent by one of the 
. teachers suggests that, j_f school uunic iB nLning at post 
school participation, the ero.pha~;is on instrum.ental :Cil.Usic 
parati ve figures r tl to the enrollraent in bunds ~mel orchestras 
in the schools is not availuble, it r.wens doubtful that the 
?7 
ge:1tlenun' s id.ea is based on fact. 'i'he difference in the 
nllinber of bands sho\\'S that they have been raore in deJ:Jand 
thc>.n orchestras. 'lhere a:::-e, hoy;ever, tviO ft~ctors w·hich 
account -for this fact. :i}..,irst of all the band is useful to 
frater·nal organizations and other Groups-, because. it has 
the added adventace of being able to appear both indoors 
~-~~~~~---'an_d_o_u_t_dD_o_r_s_.~ li'o_r_"the_:ml'J1_0_ses_ o f __ p<:J rad es:_nnd __ c on cel't. s a-~~- __ _ 
band can function in both cases, \Vhile an orchestra is 
linited t~ concerts. The school :~1usic JH'O{~ram has uade 
the band nore i:aportant than the orchestra in nost cases. 
School activities such as athletics have brouglLt the band 
l;lore to public notice. Individuals are thus Botivated to 
play band instru:taents rather th:1n strings. Thus the 
available talent in strings is nore lin.i ted tha.n that in 
the baud instrmnents • 
..:::..ccording to c1uestionnaires the sponsors of groups come 
in three Bain classes, conm.uni ty organizations, fraternal 
orders, and schools.· 'rhe schools sponsor iline post school 
organizations; the fraternal orders, six; and the minicipal 
_W)\,T~:r'l1n~el1"t_s_, :f_<:n.l.I'· Severn.l other vrays of sponsuring hav~ __ _ 
been reported. In 1.~odesto two groUl)S are sponsored by 
boards of directors; in two cor.nrmnities orchestras are 
sponsored by incli viduals; two grou1Js are sponsored by 
churches; while one group is sponsored by a group of 
1--~~~~~-----c-~~~------c--'------::-~---:-~~----------------------
interested citizens. Jrrom the standpoint of economy the 
school has an advantage over the other sponsors. The school, 
in its regular school lJrogran of instrumental music, has 
78 
al:::-eady purchased sL.ands, instruments, c:.nd music. The 
rehes.:rsal hall, \Vhich is used by the school, is also 
available to a school sponsored group. 
The returns from the supervisors' ~uest!onnaires re-
ported several organized post school rJ.usic groups. li'ur-
ther information about the functioning of these various 
~------------:8-I'OJJ.;ps_seened __ desir:_::ble __ e_nd __ quest_ionnHires_YLer_e_s_ent __ t_o _____ _ 
those v.rhich seened :;-,1ost successful, to gather infornatioi_l 
about the 1nethods wi1ich are successfully used in the groups 
that are ·no•'v functioning in Central Californie.. l:Jine of 
these were returned. (See appendix) 
Sacrarr!ento' s Sluine Band vvas started in 1925 under the 
direction of Robert Fenton. In a personal interview with 
the conductor, the interesting observation ~as uade that 
since the beginning ot the Shrine Band at least five other 
organizations have follovved the lead of the Shriners and 
started bands in Sacraraento. Here is a de11onstration of 
what one successful group can do in starting interest in 
a community project. l.ir :B'enton has spent ali:lost tvv-enty 
j---~------------------------------------=-------c-----~---·c-_--_ -_-_-_-_ 
__ ____ __y-§~I'_~_~p __ g._j.).~c:;ct:i._~e;- comr:mni ty nusic. _ Before his coming ~o- __ 
Sacraraento, he was the director of cm.rr:mni ty ElUsic at Coos 
Bay, Oregon. When the author mentioned the possibility of 
groups being led by volunteer leaders, Lir. Fenton objected 
to the idea on the grounds that it was impractical, be-
!--------:-------------------------------- ------~--- -------·------------
cause tra:ined men will not e.nd should not work without pay. 
The average leader vvho does volunteer work is not well 
enough trained to succeed and in many cases is not willing 
. ' 
----------
~--:::~:,~.,--,:_:....;..:....~!c .. :;;,-;.:,..,~~~-~,~~..;:.. ;~_ .. .:.;,:: .. ~""'-''-.._ . .::_-~~~:;::~~o....,_,;--:.:_~-' --'~'~-~ .... _.;h,__,,:;_.;::'-"">>o ... ~..£.·:.......::0.~~~..=......t....:C...:~.;,:u.,.j_,-_..:..J.i.:.f.:.:., ... ,j~;;..t.'J.~;..:.::.:~.a'•""'£i ... ~ ': ~-~: .·_;,;~~....:...L.~.,.;~~W.:;~;._,.J.;.';il.,; .. ;.;~:.:,,.~~~.!...:;,_~{,:-;,;;~-.,~~:i~"'b>',.:,.J 
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to put in the vwrk needed to !W.lce the grour) function. :ir. 
Fenton is paid for his services by the Shrine and does nake 
his group function. Tte band is sponsored and financed by 
the Shrine. '.i.,he instru..'i.entation is so 'Nell balnnced that 
nothing is lacking, as far as instrunents is concerned, and 
the band is not o vercrovvded 11i th brasses. It boasts a rare 
:~~~~~~~~i-a-s-t-P-1.1I-ael~-t-i-n-b-n .. ~ld--vve-r-lf)---t-}l-e-lla-:ep-.---rl!_-1te---l-eo.-d-e-r---f-e-e-l-s---t-lla-t--- -------
ownership of the instrument by the individual adds in 
interest. lie does not recorx.:1end the policy of furnishing 
instrUlnents by -che sponsor. l)iano, harp, bassoons, drums 
and tubas are furnished by the sponsor, because they are 
otherwi~e not available, ~s rootivation for attendance the 
group uses good nusic, goes on trips and plays concerts. 
r.rhe quality of rausic is high. In the repertoire of the band 
is the llienzi Overture and the Nutcracker Suite. Hr. l~'enton 
says it is hard to find good interesting music, which is 
within the capacity of his group, to get the individuals to 
practice, and to secure enoueJl r:J.embers. It would seera that 
this problem is solved, for the menbership of the bend is 
_7_4 _and __ the aMHrage attendance is 65. The I.1erll.bershiJ) nr_Q'Q]_~m 
in this band is complicated, because the menbers must be 
Shriners. 'rhe incti viduals are noti vated to practice by 
11putting into rehearsal a number, that will show the player, 
he is on the spot if he does not practice." 
~---~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~--~------~~-- --------- ----·--------------
.Another group that was started in the sam.e year is the 












by giving cone erts. 'fhe orchestra's beginning was snall, 
and without the financial sup])ort of its conductor during 
its early years, it would never heve continued to function. 
'rhe author :rer.1er:1bers })laying conce::.~ts -.d th the orchestra 
when there were nore people on the stage than in the 
audience. ...round 1933 the orcl1estra gs.ined the support of 
l-.. r. Irving~ar_tin_,_.Ir-.--'i'll1'eugh--t-he--adve-r-ti:sing-vrlri-cirhe __________ _ 
-------
and his paper, the ~toc0-on l~~9ord, 1v·ere able to do, the· 
orchestra is novr financially sound enouch to pa:>r the 
1nusi cians a s::nall araount of money A.t the end of each seo son. 
The o:rchestra hBs full synphonic proportions and uses the 
facili ti·es of the .Stockton high school for rehearsal and 
concerts. '.rhe purchase of the fine quality nusic vvhich 
this organization uses is a heavy drain upon the resources 
of the orchestra. Through arranger.1ents with the ril'A, the 
orchestra has been able to cut this cost by borrovring 'dPA 
music. 
The city of J'To.desto is fortunate in having such a fine 
nusi cian as ::~r. ll'rank L."ancici as director for its symphony 
orchestra and band. J?or his services to the orcheatra he----, 
receives no pay. rflhis group of r.msicie.ns, sronsored by a 
board of directors, relies on concerts for finances. There 
a1·e 70 members in the group' and about 60 is the average 
attendance at rehearsal. rrhe playing of five of the 
- ---------
symphonies of Beethoven, attests the quality of musicians 
in the group. In answer to the question "How do you meet 













all proble~s but can create interest in the organization 
with t:;ood music well })layed. 11 
1,:r. l-~s.ncini is not contented. v.,rith helping to ci ve the 
cor.1'.1m1i ty of ~:odesto an orchestra, he also leads the bend. 
The band relies upon the city and concerts for funds to 
meet its financial problens. 'i'his band is very large; it 
appears in r;mnicipal sumr::wr concerts and plays nusic sue~ as 
It is in deuand and nakes 
several axcuraions each year. 
The city of "~arysVille has two post school groups. The 
band under the leadership of J. iJ. UcHae is financed by the 
city. The :Little Jyr::tphony orchestra is support eel by school 
funds. 'rhe band is semi-professional with 36 nusichms. 
Besides being noti vated to play for r!loney, they play for the 
satisfaction of playing good music and for social gatherings. 
rrhe "Little Symphony Orchestra" is a well-balanced 
small orchestra of ·24 pieces sponsored by the school. It has 
been larger. ;\.t one tiae there were ·60 players, but the lEtck 
-.~;-- ---- --~-- ----- ---- ------ --- -- ---- --- ------
reducing the size of the group, in order to nake it nusico.lly 
nore competent. For a city the size of Earysville, it so~ns 
rather ar!lazint::s that at one ·tiue sixty peo1)le v1ere interested 
in post school music. Even the })resent sualler group is 
for other comr:J.uni ties. It may be that in the anbi tion to 
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start pretentious ~,msicul projects, that ;:lay huve been over~ 
looked. a very fine Ol)I)ortuni ty of :for::li!!.g grours of the 
t:'1ea ter orchest:C<"?. size. Ce:!.'teinly interest in a group vmnes 
if those Hho are cor:J.})etent to play fine nusic n.ust pluy the 
s3.:Je ;-;msic ove;_~ and over ag<.'iin, because so~:1e individuals are 
neither co:J.petent enough to read the nusic, or fail to put 
support e, com.i":mni ty tmsic l)l'O j ect if quality of perfo rnan,ce 
is so poor that it is unpleasant to listen~to. 
Vallejo i-Iigh School sponsors a })ost school rmsic group 
1vl1ich assuJ11es larger proportions than I!lost school sponsored 
groups. · It has GO He:1bers. The avers.ge attendance is about 
51. 3xcept for the lack of one horn, one oboe,· and one bas-
soon, the orchestra is eq__uipped to play orchestral coUl)Osi-
tions of sym11honic prO})Ortions. It is rJ.oti vated by good 
nusic and public· concerts. The nusic playecl is the personal 
property of the director, and ineludes such nunbers as 
"Raymond Overture, ·and 'l1annhauser Overture." The use of .new. 
::;.usic in prc.~.ctlce l)Griods is the director's solution to 
PJ:'O_lllp1 _Q_~"Ijerlc].a_l12(3_ <J.lld discipline. 
rrhe 1;lartinez l:mnicipul governuent sponsors the I.lar-
tine2. l.luni.cipal Band under Kenneth Dodson. There is. soue 
Llone~' given to the members, but according to the leader, 
the amount is Sl,JJ:.J.ll. 'i'he _bund has 35 members and is attended 
literature. The weekly rehearsal, in the estimation of the 
director, is not sufficient. to Jlroduce quality result:i>. 
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'fhe S!:l9.ll tovr'1 of :Uincoln has a e_;ood exa~1IJ1e of an 
actively functioninG post school :.msic orc:'-nization. r:'his 
town of 2,000 }JO~lulation hes both a be.nd end an orchestra. 
Both of these groups are sponsored by t2le school born·d. 
There is an orchestra of 13 people and a band of 23. The 
proble;u of these tYJO groups is what nibh:t be e:;q.Jected in a 
coTa.rn.ttnt-ty-o-f-t-11-i-s-s-:tze-: --:tna-d-e qua-0-e--i:n-s-t--rtwleJl:ta.-t-ion-. ----------- - --~~-
r:L'hese are not all of the groups that exist, but they are 
exanples of whg_t is being attempted. The lJYA at Sacranento 
has an orchestra under the direction of 'Jilliam Van Den Burg. 
The young people are paid so rile stipend by the l~YA. . Exact 
deto.ils vvere not available when t 1lis thesis was 1-1ritten. '.rhe 
111.)A, through its adult education })rogram, has been doing sone 
v;ork in !Jtockton, but the man who has_ been doing this work 
has been taken off the project because he served eighteen 
months, vrhich is the time any man can be continuously em.-
played. The survey shows this significant fact--that 
while 59 per cent of the cities surveyed did not report any 
o]JPOl"tunj_ties at e-.11, others, which in m.any cases are 
-sirJ.ilar,-:\-·vere providing O})portunities that proved fair].y_ __ 
successful. ~ precedent has therefore been established in 
many cities, B.nd cities can have prograns of post nchool 
m.usic if leaders and facilities are provided. 
Besides asking supervisors for a report on the opportuni-
ties which were available in the comrnuni ty, the supervisors 
were also asked to state their opinions about certain things 
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relative to post schoo 1 wusic prog:rar:t. 
Only eleven, or twenty-nine per cent, of the supervisors 
felt that their c01mnuni ty was providing enough opportunity 
for post school music. J->.11 even c;reater nejority felt that 
their comr;mnity had roou for an enlarGeJ.lent of post school 
1:msic opportunities. Thirty- three, or ninety per cent, felt 
that there could be uo]:'Q_pQ_s_t_;;;_Q]J.Q_QLB1lsic_in __ the_ir __ c_or;n.mnit:,z_e- _ 
-----
In general the supervisors and teachers feel that the scope 
of post school music could be larc;er. 
Supervisors were also asked to check the obstacles to 
post school particil)ation in their con.nuni ty, and to star 
the Jilost iraportnnt ones. The list sub:1i tted to them· included 
the followinrs i teus: leaclersh:i.p, rehet1.rsal hall, library, 
sponsor, o. ttendr,:.nce, perforr.1er' s interest, instrunental 
balance, . discipline, uoney, standard of pe;:-forr:1o.n ce, and a 
blank space was-provided for supervisors to na~e other 
o bstc.cles. 11.ttenclance was '' stn~;red ll as the nost important 
obstacle by six teachers or supervisors. ~~ney, and finding 
a sponsor Cltme next, with five :>tars each; library and 
the part of the pe rfo r;aer had t vro. '.i.'he mmber of r:u:trks, 
including stars, for each obstacle were ns follows: 
attendance, twenty-t·wo; i'inclj,pt; a Bponsor, seventeen; r:1oney 
fifteen; perforin.er :Ln terest, library und bc.lance of instru-
1---------munt-s-, t·h±-rt·e-eir;-J:-eu-d-ersitiJ)-,--f'our;-re-he-armr-1-lmTl, -cnsci-
pline and performance standard, two. '2he reactions in some 
o:e the blanks were intereattnc;. li'our of the SL'laller cities 
·-· ... "'---·-·-·-. 
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reported that there was a problem of transportation which 
eliminated many of their people because the;>r live on the 
farms. One of the larger cities which has tv1o groups, 
reports that a le.ck of cormmnity support is one of the 
reasons why they have such small attendence at the concerts. 
,, 
A lack of balance because all,the participators wanted to 
t----~-----~P--1-ay~·f_ir_s_t_p_e.r_t_s_vf-a-S--a-n--G-b s-t eA2-1e----i-n--ene--sme-l-l--t-ovv-n---t-b.-a--t-b:ad.------- ---
two groups. 
Supervisors' Opinions of the obstacles to Providing, or 
Enlarging the Scope of Present Post School liusic 
Opportunities 
StaL·s Stars and checks 
Attendance 0 4 
Money 5 15 
Finding a sponsor 5 1? 
Libraty 3 13 
Balance of instruments 3 13 
Performer interest 2 13 
Leadership 0 4 
H.eheaJ;?sal hall 0 2 
Discipline 0 2 
Performance standard 0 2 
Others 0 11 
Figure III 
'11he musicians' union has in some cases been an obstacle 
to post instrumental music de.ve lopraent. In 19 36, Stockton 
boasted a women's string orchestra. This group known aS: 
-. 
"La Sinfonetta" was under the direction of IHss Virginia 
Short. In the group were :four members of the Nusicians' 
Union who were playing beceuse they enjoyed ple.ying and 
wanted to improve themselves. For some t:i.me this group had 
excursion to San Joae, California to play a concert. These 
- ~--
- ·~-- ------ --~, 
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engagements were all open to the public and were not competing 
with the union ruus ic ians. 'rhe J.:usic ians Interne tionel Orge.ni-
zation has a rule to the effect, that no union musicie.n is to 
play under a non-union leader. Liss Short was not a member of 
the union. 'I' his rule was invoked, and the four key musicians 
being prevented from pl~wing, the group had to be dissolved. 
Many members of the union who like to _play_i!!_:E~~_t __ ~(!]l()Ol music 
~--------
are not able to do so because of this rule and several others 
like it. These people, in many cases, would b0 able to raise 
the level of the musicianship of T,he post school music group 
1 and thus be a help to the movement's success. 
Using better music, furnishing unusual instrtunents, better 
performers, good rehearsal hall, making the group a pert of 
community life, making the group a social unit and establishing 
an att~tude favorable to post school participation, before 
pupils leave scho~ls, were the items checked on the list as 
possible means to irnproving the scope and interest in post 
school particirJetion. Agein the supervisors were asked to star 
and check items on the cheek list. ~aking the group a part of 
favorable to post school participation while the pupil is still 
in school was starred five times. Reheersal hall and better 
perfor·mers h~1d one star each. 'J7he check, including stars, ran 
in the following order: estublishlng an attitude favorable to 
1 
'rhe author is indebted to Miss Virginia Ghort and liirs. Ellis 





m~::king the group a pert of community life, twenty -one; making 
the group a sociel unit, ten; furnishing unusual instrunents 
and better performers, seven; and using better music, four. 
Supervisors' Opinions as to Eeans Importent in Improving 
Scope and Interest in Post School Instrumental l..usic 
Stars 
Establishing an attitude favorable to 
post school music before the pupil 
Checks & Stars 
---------.Jl€&-v:e-s-s-e-heo-1 ---- 5--------24 ____ ----
Iv:aking the group a part of corm:uni t.y 
life 
k.aking the group a 
Better performers 
Furnish large and 
ments 
Rehearsal hall 










The groups actually participating, and the attitude of 
supervisors and teachers form part. of the picture of what is 
being done or could be done in post school music organization. 
•:rhe prospective participator is one of the most important 
fe.ctors in post school music. It is mainly for hj_s benefit 
that a program of post school instrumental music is and should 
be provided. r.ro elind.nate college students "and people who have 
------
c--~ ____ _...._o~t----""a.,..,s_y- e Lf_o_und_the_ir_p~ace-in-so c-ie-t~'r-,-a--g-Feup--of-l-2-5-f'-erme-r----c=·== 
-pupils-of Instrumental music who graduated from four to six 
years ago were selected from five Central California high 
schools. '11he coEmrunities sampled were Stoclcton, Lodi, Sonora, 
Ripon, and Manteca. 'l'he results of the quesl:iionnaire (see 
appendix) show , tha ~- ~-UJ1~H-t'Jft,y--§:i:_X :tt?_t_g.f'_!led: crue s t io nna 1r e s 
and one letter, only eight participate in a group; twelve 
play at home, and thirty-five do not play at all. 
Present Status of Fifty-seven ?orrner ~3tudents of 
Instrurnentel Lusic Gradue.ting in 1935-1936 
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l-:-urnb er now 
ple.y ing in group 
Number now 
play ing at home 
Number now 









ple.y in an organization or not. The ansvvers show that nineteen 
Vlould like an opportunity to play in a Broup and sixteen ·would 
not. The others in ·the group either did not stete en opinion, 
or were among the eight that are e.ctue.lly ::ple.ying in e. group. 
Former high school r.msj_cie.ns seem to retain an interest in the 
idea of post school music. 
Demand for Post School 1/usic as Shown in the 
Interest in the Possibility of c~ Group 
Vlould like to play in a group 








There is some reason to believe th2t the lack of an instrument 
many former mus:tcians. 'l1h:trty-three of the fifty-six have 
instrtunents, while twenty-two do not. Of those people ·that 
have instruJnents, eight play in a group, ten play at horae, 
and seventeen do not :play at all. The ty·l8nty..,.two vvho do not 
r--------GW!l-Gr-ha-~f~-aG-ees-s-to-an--i-ns-trumen~--ebv-ious-ly-c<:"l.nnot-pj_-ay----1-n-· --
a group or ati home. All those vtho own their instruments, ~; : .. 
except seven, either play at home, in a group, or would like 
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to play. 'fhose without instruments <?ere divided: nine, wish 
for en opportunity, end ten have no interest in perticipetion. 
On the basis of percenteges it means th&t 79 per cent of 
pupils who own their instruments are either pleying or went 
to play in a group, and only 48 per cent of these who do not 
own their instruraent are interested in music participation. 
Own :Per cen·t No ',- , . . ·- Per cent ~·-. 
instru- of non Instru- of non 
ment owners ment owners 
Play in· a group 8 23 0 0 
Play at home 10 28- 0 0 
Discontinued ple.y ing 17 42·- '09 f..>'"' 100 Wish opportunity to play 20 ?9 9 48 
Do not care i:;O play 
in group 7 21 10 52 
Figure VII 
A check list of possible reasons for not perticipati:ng 
was a part of the questionnaire sent to the former music stu-
dent. The method of starring and checking was used: a star 
for the most important and a check for the other reasons. 'rhe 
group died out, was starred by eight individuals, end three 
others gave as the most important reeson for not pls.y ing the 
Iac.K of an avarlable group. Three others starred the item, do 
not play well enough. In the total of stars and checks lack 
of time received twenty-1.>wo marks; no :i.nstrument and no group, 
thirteen each; no intere.st, eleven; group died out, ten; do not 
play well enough, six·; poor leadership and discipline, one each. 
~c----'------~-~ wo-of-t-he-women-ga ve--marr isg e as·· a:n-o·lJs tac-1-e-.--I:Jack-of-t·ime-to-
do the necessary outside practice accounted for another person. 
---
.... _, .• ~.: .. :~~.:::.: .. .t.:"~_,;.:..l.~ .... ,_,;t.,}.:..;.i.J,.;;:;""'.;,.·~';,....i<:; ...... _ ................ _o.._ • ._.:.:. ..... ~~~~a • .i.b;.~~~&,k~"*'··;:: .. ;.,.,';,·.: .. ,.·, .. ;~~~ .... ~:~s~~~1·:.•····~·-~H.i:.&~~,Jti.~~t-·~·.~~~~---~~-.;;~~-k..Ji~.: 
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Obste.cles to Participe.tion in Post School Given by 














Do not play well enough 3 6 
---F:tgure-v-:t-r--- ------'-- -------- -------------
The check list of reasons for playing or wanting to play 
was s"cerred in this manner; for enjoyment, seven; for money, 
. 
two for trips and to be with friends, one each. The total of 
checks and stars was, seventeen for enjoyment; six for to be 
with friends; four for money and trips; and three for to play 
concerts. 
Reasons for Participation in Post ,School Instrumental 

















In orrler ___ t_o_ge_t_a picture of what these prospective })()~~-
school musicians might like to play, they were asked to state 
tl+eir preferences. The results were surprising, More people 
preferred to play music of a finer variety than one is usually 
led. to expect. If orchesliral, classic, semi-classic, symphony, 
string, q_uartet, and waltz !ausic are grouped, twenty-eiglit 
persons puefer to :pley this type of music; band and marches 







v ... \;:c_,. 
····;} 
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one person would like to play sacred music; and three like to 
play all types. There seem to be some interest in lighter 
music. Perhaps variety in the tfpe of music played might be 
a factor in interesting more people, 
The survey of ten counties shows that there._ are twenty-
four groups spread over thirty-seven communities. The pro-
vision of OI2-p_o_l.._t_unitie_s_h£lB--nO--CO!'-l'e1a-tien~wi-th-the- -----~--------
population when the extremely small cities are eliminated. 
There is a precedent of successful post school instrwaental 
music organizations in cities as lovv as 1,500. Bands have a 
slight edge over orchestras in nm!lber. The sponsors come from 
three types: con~unity, school, and fraternal. These 
different sponsors all have proven successful. '11he fraternal 
orders many times must limit the members in the group to 
lodge members. The school is essentially the most economical 
because it already has all the necessary items for such an 
organization~. 
In the estimation of supervisors and teachers some of the 
important obstacles to further development of post scllool 
J---~~~~:rns-trumentai music, were attendance, money, sponsorship, 
balance and performer interest. 'rhe potential musicians in a 
post school instrm1ental music organization gave these sources 
of difficulty: lack of time, lack of opportunity and lack of 
instrument. 
1-~~~~~~~-To-meet-tb:e-s-e--pru_b_l-ems -end enle~r{(e--the so ope ___ of-p os ·r; 
school instrumental music the supervisors and teachers thought 
-'··~, 
prospective participator would enjoy is, in a majority of 
the cases, the finer type of music. Some of the minority, 
that form a fairly large group, would like to play popular 
music. Varied types of music could meke post school instru-
mental music appealing to more people. If the individual 
plays mainly for enjoyment, wby not let him play at least 
some number that he likes'? Appreciation can be guided to l: 
better things through experience -vvi th better music, but if 
the beginning must be with some lighter music, it is better 
to do this and hope for improvement, rather than do nothing 





In order to give music its proper place in the cultural 
life of America,; musicians and music lovers must give more. 
active attention to the possibilities of post school music. 
If music is to progress and retain its place in American life 
it can no longer neglect the passive interest of the average 
individual in musical endeavors. Supporting professionals is 
a wortrw endeavor and serves as a means of bringing music to 
the attention of the Arnerican public and setting mueical 
standards, but without active interest in music on the part 
of the individual this is not enough. Listening to music 
does help to make music en interest of the individual. Most 
of the interest usually stops at this point. 'roo many people 
feel that music is only listening to concerts and the radio. 
Such a show of appreciation is shallow. L:ost listeners do 
not get, .. the feel of the music. Listening to someone else 
perform is getting only a part of the music. 'rhe individual 
--------- ---- --- ---- ,--- ------------ ---·- ------
playing concentrates far· more ·chan the . passive listener. He 
knows the music more completely ci.nd as a result he.s more 
interest in its less obvious points. Along with familiarity 
the performer has the association of the enjoyment that the 
the place of music in society is dependeii.t on interested 
individuals, post school instrumental music can help to make 
·· ..... '. 
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music become the force it could be in society by giving the 
individual a better understanding of music end the pleasant 
ass.ociations which are connected with vvorking together in e 
group. 
As a group of people Central Californians, and :,North 
Americans in general, are faced with tvvo trends vvhich heve 
be en Ci eve 1 oped t hr OJJgLt h52_influfinc_e_o_f_ C_el if''_ar-n i a_'_s_pas_t ____ -- - . 
history. Professionalism and the mnateur music have 
developed side by side. 'fod.ay there is daneer that the 
balance rrdght not remain in accorda.nce with the best in teres tL 
. 
of society. If professionalisrr:. should reduce and the possi-
bilities and interest in amateur music to too great an extent, 
there is likelihood that America 1 S musical development would 
atrophy and die. Ameteur music today is faced with heavf 
odds, because of the nearly complete reliance of the public 
for their musical satisfcct.ion on professional performances~ 
Many people Vvho could and would enjoy particlpating in amateur 
music are content to listen to a professional. It takes much 
less effort. Other people are furt!J.er discouraged because 
in comparison with achievements of the professional the 
amateur does not make a very good showing. However, he should 
not forget the enjoyment and wort.hwhilerJtess of attempting to 
play music, even if it is not an artistic achievement .•. · kusicel 
•-~~~~~-deve-lopmen-t-nee(Fs~tJ-he-work- of -the·· ··ama-teur-.---(7-e.:r:·e-mus~t--be~t-eken­
that the balance between professionalism and amCJ.teur partici-
pation does no·t go too far in the direction. of profef3sionalism 
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and bring possible disester to music's future. 
Beceuse of' our schools, meny people who would not hsve 
other opportunities to leern to play music, are now being 
trained or hs.ve been trained in the art of performin~ on an 
instrwrrent. ~2here are only a very few 11igh schools in Celif-
ornia, without sorr1e form of instrumentel ·music. Nevertheless, 
each year n:ore people with training in instrurnental music are 
leaving the school end taking their place in society. 'rhe ir 
experience playing while in high school in most cases has 
been enjoyable and educational. Often these ·students achieve 
a masterJ of' their instruments which VJDS thought ir!lpossible . 
for the professional a generation ago. ·rhe~r can play End 
play well. 1·ihen they leave school,· however, most of them no 
longer play ·c.heir instrurlients. Socie"cy, tl1rough its schools, 
has creE, ted skilled performers but neglects to use the skill 
it has helped to creete when the lndividual leaves school end 
becomes an active member of society. In most cases the sk.ill 
is left to det;eriorate 2nd the benefits to the individual as 
well as societ r are 18re;ely lost. If soc ieiiy_,_the __ indbr_:Ldual_, _____ ---c===--=,-= 
---i-- -- ----an-d~-music~are-to ;,enefit from the skill which the school has- -
created, it must no·t ws.ste, but find rneens of putting this 
human resource to constructive use. Here society has pro-
vided the tre.ining ground for individuals ·who could -perticipnte 
hnve not been forthcoming to link this portion of the school to 
society. The~e is a need for a closer articulation of the 
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S C ·1·1 oo l 1· 1·1~~ t-.r· U.l·,··e 111·. <'0.•1 r.·.·_·l.lP, ~ •. ,··.·. Dl' o ~r" ~I· -'- "" '~- l 
· - ~ v .. v. • _ _ e.- c 11 LoO n :;n·or":r<m OJ pos-e, sc"wo 
ins~r1.menteJ. kusic. If nos;:; scrwol instrur,~entc-1 r:msic were 
more evident as 211 aspect of present society, the [uidPnC8 of 
individuels into r-ost, school instrurr,entrl rusic in c:1e futuTe 
would be less (, ifh.cnlt. 
J.\3chnolog r }:..es rr:E.de post scbool instrurr:ental mlS ic 
ir;.·')ortent from severi?l stcncl.points. ·:.:'he lc;c!-; of' opnor1::;un:i_ cy, 
duB to technologic2l unen~loynent, hes eliffiinfted Len~ of ~he 
po0sibilicies :Lor r:. future cereer in Eusic. · ~-811}' peoJle ',\'ill 
need co pia· tie ipe. ce in post school "'J.lS ic, Ol' not aJG ell. ..'his 
does not lYiee-.n -chr:i.·\:. profe S[:> ionaJ. perr'orn:tcnce is e limine. ted as 
2 fe,otor in che bc.J.o.nce betwecm p:r:of'ess.ionc:.lism and the enLe.teur 
:music program. :Che rc: clio uncl the sound picture have elimir~ated 
many musicians, but have not elirdns'ced the ·denger of relying 
on others for musicEl ex·nression. :eost school iN:t1··cn:1tal 
music mic:ht be e meens of lGsse:rLi.nr:~ the distn3ss of the }H'esent 
unei<lployment by using smw of these men es leeders of bends 
end orchestrs.s. Post school rntu'lic might elso be e meens of 
redirecting the enercy of those, who are tempted to try a 
- --------~--------- --- - --ItE~a~I6 ----f18_S ___ ,6J~o1Ip~h_t !!.!O:re r:~oocl r~lllS lc to the 
tbc:n the most a~.r:Ld concert ~:~oer of the lest century could 
·possible heer. '1'he c:uclity of li:3ten:i.ng I•jE::f not be IJ.B good 
cif; .. tion of f:~ne l'iiU~>:Lc -vvj_J.l :d_r:;e rs g :cssult of the re.dio. 
l·!,ore people are hearing musj_c o.nd. becorn.ing interested. in it· 
-
-... .. "-:~·-----· 
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fessionElisro WES before redio. fhe ne~ interest in nusic Lust 
be directed in~o chennels of ective pPrticipation if' lesting 
benefits ore to be derived for the :~ood_ o~ the con-mmni ty Fnd 
the 1ndi vio.ucl, 'Nhich are bey oi1d the p~ss i ve delights of 
listening. 
Technologj has cre2ted r2ore leisure for the rversr;e indivi-
ctue.l, end he sho1J.ld be tc.u~ht to use it Dl' operly. If the 
individur.l spenc!.s his time vJiseJ:;,r, he IN'-Y benefit both l1lmself 
end society. Post school ~usic needs the sunnort of the peonle. 
If the people heve more tim8, they will be eble to suuuort it 
more. 'Ehe individu2l needs post school cusic to urovicle him 
vdth e. worthwhile cctivity. 
H:c.pid tre.nsportc,t:Lon hes teken evvey from the inwlediate 
cornrnunity the hold. 't.D.at it fo1~r;1erly hDd on the ind.ividu8l. 
Now the indivhtuel ~·oes --~ t,o the neighboring metropolis for 
entertaimnent. '.l:he comr,m_nity ente:cprises ELIJ.St compete with 
the offerings of the d.ty. ':J.'here is elso a bright sicle to 
th-is -sit1wtion .. _ 'dhere in forrJer yee,rs the telented inclivi-
d.uel of' the srr~ell cor"J:mni ty cUd. not hElve e chence to play in 
t ' J • - ] 1 } .).. h · ' · 1 vr f_ J'_ncl e. group -nee. wss r.rtus:LCC. __ y erLue _ ,_,o "18 o.es1re, 1e con no,, 
in the lerger eity opportwlity thet wc:.s formerl'( laeicing. 
Smell comnrunities can draw individucls from the surrounding 
country to :m11ke their groups r10re t=~decyete frorn. thc~stenc1poirY0 
of nwnbers end balance. 
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T'ne 1·:ene-P_: its +o tJ·1e c r 1 • !-,. t'he Cl - - - v ' 0 ,, TJUll l C~y ' .l1. individurl, end to 
n~usic ere nuverous. }'or the co:r.;.~_:;,urtity, nost school music ccn 
eid to oil the processes of democracy with unity end ~olerance. 
'l'he corm;mnit:.ies' culturel level ce:n be reise6. by :pose school 
music c.nd the dc.ngers of breeci..illf£ criEle, "chrout;il boreuom e.nd 
le.ck of recreet.ion, cto.n be pc:~rticlly elinineted. if -~here is 
The incli viduel who cen tPk<:: the loed of the CEres of the 
cle.y from his mind ·cbl~ough concentrFtion on music, h2s a f:OOd 
cure for mental ills. In the rush of present de··' life such 
rele.xetion is c.lrnost e.n E·bsolute necessity. 
The post school o:p:portuni ties in instrumental r:msic in 
Central Californie are not as great ss they should be. In 
thirty--seven con:;l:·;uni ties studied, about forty--one per cent 
heve at least one or&~c=:·nizatj_onl open to the person 1.vho no 
longer hes opportunity to peTticj_:PRte Vlith a school group. It 
seems evident that there ere possibilities for the organi-
zation of more groups. Of the fifty-seven individuels, whb 
returned their ques~ionnaires, sixty-three per cent would like 
In the opinion of the supervisors and teachers who answered 
their questionnaires, attendance, llioney, and finding a sponsor 
were the three greatest obstacles co post school instrumental 
music. The prospec Give musicians v1ere of the opinion that the 
reasom~ for not playing. 
'ro make post school instrumental music more successful, 
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the tee.chers end. supervisors proposed thc-..t the two gree.test 
rnee.ns that micht be used· c.re to creete in the pupil e.n 
attitude fevorable towards post school perticipetion while 
he is s(jill under the e;uicl.ence of the school, snd to mske 
the group a pert of the c omr!iunity. A study of the type of 
music which the prospec t.i ve post schoo 1 instrur.:J.entalist would 
-l-i-k-e---to-p-l-gy __ ygg_y--lZ~-e--~--G-1ue-- -l11 --pro-'rid-~~ng --t-l1e -r-ie-ht---I!111S-ic tor 
such a group. There v:as a be.lence in favor of the concert 
type of music. ;rhe majority of the rest vwre of the opinion 
thnt they should. like to plF.::y populrr rmsj_c. !;. more varied 
type of rr:.usic Nicht interest more individuals. 
Post school music in Centr.:;l Cslifornia offers unlirni ted 
possibilities for growth. rJ:lhere BT8 obstacles Which must be 
oveJ::ocorne. t~oney is probably one of the la··gest obstacles in 
provid..ing post school opportunities j_n instrumental music. 
Eusic and other ft:wilities cost Eioney, end it is in many cases 
lacking. Schools, through their adult educe.tion division, can 
often provide these means. . . Celifornia hes a law perrni tting 
the te.xa.-tiion of the munici:puli ty to provide for coP.J.munity 
music. J: J~'ev1 communi ties heve been using this possibility. 
Concerts given by the group have often been able to meet the 
demend :Lor finances. IV~any service clubs could be interested 
in sponsoring a group. In Pennsylvania the Rotar.f Club of 
Stroudc:Jburg has sponsored a county sym1)hony orchestra of 
.... 
six·Ey p--:ieces. 
]_/:- D r7 • .A. • i~anz 1g, 
2-) i . . .b.o ; ar J_a_g, L VJ , · p-·. 4 6 , . ( ic-m • l g 4 0 ) 
----------- - -- -- ----- ------ ----~~-
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The interest in a project rtu'ely comes from the coJrJnunity 
as a whole. "~s John Erskine puts it, "r::'here must always be 
t t 1 , } . . . 1 some one persor;. o u K up t.1e :proJect and klnc.lle enthuslasm." 
One pers·on with vision can start the "boll rolling. 11 'rhe im-
porte.nce of the Dress should not be overlooked. "To c,et 
people to understand the significance of music in their daily 
------- ----1-l-f-e-,-tt--s-a-y-s-8-j_-s-rl~e-,-- ''re :_ tllre s- le Dder s~niiJ . 2 by-- t-lJ.e--p-r·ess, "-
The group cannot wo.i t for comniiLYlity interest, some individual 
must promo.te the idea. To create interest in a music project 
there must be advertisine. zanzig mc.1kes the observation that 
the opportunity arouses interest.
3 
Attendance is a problem and seems to be so with every 
voluntary activity. People cannot be forced to participate 
in uost school instrumental music. Interest in the project 
is the only way to meet the problem. I<usic· that is worthwhile, 
leaders that inspire, community enthusiasm can create interest 
in the group. Coercion will not work in post school music. 
Eake the group attrective, and the members will come. 
The claim of the prospective members of post school 
!------------------------------------· 
mui:)i_<::_o_rgai").~'?at~ons that they have no time is in many CC3_ses __ . 
false. One ca~e is reported of an individual who acquired a 
repertoire of piano music in the time he formerly v;asted be-· 
. 4 
tween dressing and breakfast. If the group were attractive 
lJ. :Erskine, "I.:ore 1J:usi.c in Small Town~3;" lhtgazine of i~rt, 
3 
A. Zanzig, "V.'ays to Yusical 
4w. Matson, "Have a Vacation 
Good Fellowship," Recrention 
XXVIII, p. 288 (Sept. l935~ 
1~veryday, 11 Rotarian, LVI, p. 26 
---(Jan. 1940) 
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enough, they would. find time. 
The objection that one does not own en instrument would 
be solved by each individual purchasing his ins:t:;rument. 
Instrumertts are not difficult to procure, and in general, 
secondhand instruments are not expensive. A monthly pc;yment 
on an instrument is not very high. 
~~---------A-pesi"-seh00l-rlusic--progrein could -meet- the need of Amer----
ican music vvhich Jobn 2rskine refers to, when he writes, 
nwhat our national music needs is freedom from all inhibitions 
and timidi·ties, and unembarrassed enjoyment of our ovm per-
fornance in its better moments, a sense of humor about the 
limitations of our ovm talents, and just as much, a sense of 
social obligation to develop the talent to its ce.pacity to 
perform as well as it can. 111 
The field of post school music is so fertile and new that 
no one way has as yet been established as the best. To the 
individual interested in establishing a post ·school music 
group the following outline of a Jllan of attack :Ls suggested 
as practical. 
___ A_P9~~ _scJ:l()()J _music group is dependent upon leadership, _ 
instrurr.cental musicians, comruun:i.ty interest, phy s leal equipment, 
and funds. 
'l1he schools of California in m.ost cases alree.dy have the 
physical equipment as a result of their work in instrumental 
1J-. :B~rskine, "More Iv:usic in Small 'rowns" piag_a~tpe_ pf .f::r!{, ·,XXVIII, 
p. 318 (May(l938) · 1 
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property of the schools. rl,hrough the evening high schools, 
funds are mede available for any class above a certain low 
minimum. ~ith funds available the problem of leadership is 
pe.rtielly solved. In i:13ny cases the teachers of instrumental 
music in the schools-as available e.s a leader. This type of 
leader is qualified to direct 2nd knmvs the abilities of the 
people available. In most cases the school teacher is also 
the lee.der of the cmr±mnity 's music. Post school music should 
interest him because it should be the outgrowth of his work 
in the schools. 
Several means of interesting individuals in post school 
music are available. One which usually is successful is 
personal contact. '11hrough this the individual who could 
participate in the group is given information about the 
purpose of the group and tl1e means of becoming a member in a 
very direct and personel way. 11he use of the newspaper is 
another means by vvhich members could be attracted to the bend. 
If the group is properly managed the group will continue to 
function after the beginning is made. Undoubtedly the 
~~----&-tti~GlG-t-1-ng-G-f-mgrntG~S-t Q-8-€'i~Gup--c g-n-Be-b es-t-aeeemp~-i-shetl----
------------ -- -----------
through a well thought out plan executed by an in teres ted 
individual or individuals. 
Community support cannot be expected unless the· group 
functions. If the group plays poorly and does not become an 
_ t_b:.l:'()_\._tg l1: _Q_Q_l1.Q91't~ ___ gn . ..,.d.___ _ 
appearing at civic and other functions, it will give nothing 
to the community which will make suppor·t seem worthwhile 1 -~:--
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'l1he group rnus t make itself a part of the cornrnuni ty which adds 
enough to comr.1uni ty life to make it clear to the public that 
post school music is worth vvhile. 
If the·re is no group, the individual cannot participate. 
'rhe big problems which I:!.ust be met in post school music are, 
making enoug'1 groups which are interesting enough to e. t tract 
!~--- -rnembe:rs-,-n-nd-c-ree-t-i-ng--sn--e. ttitude favora-b-le -to ·post scho-ol ------
rnuf3 ic in the prospective part ic ipa tor while at school. 'rhe 
others can ba solved~1ith a little ingenuity and effort on 
the part of i few wise and ambitious leaders. 
The possibilities for post school instrtmental music or-
ge.nizations in Central Cnlifornia are real e.nd promising. 
'J~hese possibilities suggest a new "Strike of Gold'1 in Calif-
o1·nie; 11 a bonenze.U with dividends not in more money or wealth, 
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Letter sent to Supervisors 2nd ~ecchers of ins~rucerrte1 
nrusic in CentrE1 Ce.lifornia: 
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105 South Crsn~e Avenue 
IJodi, Crlifo:rnis 
Deer Sir: 
:B~or rrr'{ Lr.ster's ':2hesis et the College of the ?r·cific I 
pErticil)Stion in instrun1er.:.t2.l r:<usic in CentrE":l CcolLfornie. 
Your f.nswers to the fo1J.m·:ing (}_1J.e;3tionncire r:iJ.l be 
greetly ep:precietecl. 
I ours t:!:'UlJ , 
Fl,edrick Luch 
·::,uestionnaire sent to Sup8rvisors end r..cee.chers in Centre.l 
Gelifornia= 
1. In your c OYJ.@Hli ty is there opp ortu.ni ty for ell those who 
Vlish to pert:Lcipste in instrurnentel rwsic efter they he.ve 






2. Is there room for enlerr;ing the O]_)JlOrtuniti.e_s_in_y_our.__ _______ ===-
---- -c o.rnmm1+ty -? -Y e s ___ .:_ No_ ( C he c k one ) 
3. Check the important obstacles to providing or enlcrging 
.tho present scope of post school opportunities in instru~ 
mental music? Ster the most in~ortant. 
__ Attendcnce, Perfonner lnterost, __ 3olence of instrv.ments; 
Disc iplj_ne, l'loney, Performance ste:ndard, Others, -- -- ---
list 
-------------.. ---------~---·-·-~- .... -----~----·-·---·--·----~--------.. --··----·--~----
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4. Check the :r,ecns v1hicl1 you think would. be 1~:ost ir:::.portant 
for improving the scope cnd interest in post school pc.rti-
cipe..tion. Stu.r the most importsnt. 
__ Using better music, _ _Furnishing unusue.l instruments, 
__ Better performers, __ Good rehec-.rsel hall, _l.Jn.king the 
grou}) e. pert of connnunity life, _Ee.king the group & social 
partie ipaJ0ion before they leave school, __ .Others, list __ _ 
5. Does your :?ehool sponsor a post sehool instrurnente.l group? 
Yes (Check one) 
6. Hurnber in the group ___ • Averege ettend.once 
7. Is it v.rell be..lenced'? Yes No (Check _one) 
8. Do you furnish instruments? Yes No ':'!hich ones? 
9. Do high Bchool pupils take part. in the group? Yesi) No 
10. \iihat ere your three most importent problems? 
-~....,....- ... ·--------------·-----·-------·--------------··---·-·---·-·~··--,._-._...,...,_. __ ........ .._ 
11. Give three selections ple.yed. by ·the group? -·-~·-------····-------
12. What is your average yeerly eni'Ollrrlent in instrumental 
music in yom: school? 
1 ~3. ·1 is t the pOSt S 0 ho 01 apport Un rt--:.i. e s-:trr---y-our-coramun-i-ty---.--------84;&-1' 
most successful. 
1 instrumental music ~3tud.ents: 





'{our high school record shows thet st one time you pl.syed 
a musical instrument. Your aw3wers to the enclosed question-
ne.ire vvill help me very much in c;2ining dete for my !.~ester's 
Thesis at the College of the Pacific. 
'l'henk you for this courtesy. 
Yours truly , 
:Fredrick Auch 
---- ----------
~:~uestionneire sent to fornier high school instrumental music 
students: 
Name Year of £-sreduat ion -----..----.... -- .__ -... ~--·- Instrument Occunation --·-- .L _.,.. 
1. Give the number of yeers you have spent on your instrument?_ 
2 .• Heve you ever studied your instrument with a private teecher? 
Yes No (Check one) 
3. Do you ovvn or have eccess to an instrument? Yes Ho 
4. Vh3.S the time you spent on n:.usic ___ Valua.ble, _Enjoye.ble but 
not productive, _V!asted. 
5. What is your favorite recreation? 
6. Do you'? Play in a group, _Play at home, _)Tot play. 
7. Woul<.l. you like to plc.y in a group'? Yes No Do play_. 
~), ~)heck your reasons for not playing in a group. Ster the 
most important. 
,_._Poor leadership, Dislike music played, __ ]'To instrument, 
__ Grou_p cUed out, __ :No group avellable, ~--}1o interest, 
i~~~--~-No~r.-i-me-,--Be-n<Yh--ele.y- we-ll enough, --No- disc.l-_pline-in 
,_..,._. --- ..1,; __. ..... --· 
group, _Hathe:e listen to radio. Others list - ) ---------
10. If you plo.y :.in a group do you pa,Y a fee to pley? Yes No 
' . --
' :'.,:.:~"-·~-:,:::.,_i___.,._j;,__-j_,,l.~~-:..o ... ::.. ~·"----.:-~.c. ;, •• ·--=-··::..,._..;....;.~,. . ...:.h .... ~ ...,,.i+._:.:.,.,_; <. ,~::, • .::..;.,i.,,..'.~-_..;--...:...._:_,_li_;_..:_.~ .. ..::,:;..s;~,....,.::._.;_.....:;+_..·"-'.:.;.,~, ...... M;~~,;.;_;;_: .. :~ ... :-.. ..:..-, . .;..,,, . ..-. .. ~~.:,;,..;.:..,_.'..:..._-....:,l:.;..;.;.;:..._..~i.: .. ~~.:.,... ... ~:..O,.:;_i .. "'-....;: .-.!n,i.~~~_..._;.._~...:.&,j,;::..".:.l..-.:.·:.:...~~...:·~;_.:;..~:__:j,:_.~~--....<.'_,.._:...__,i_.....,;.-,i> .. 
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11. Check your reason for playing in & group. Star the most 
importe.nt. 
__ Like leader, _:_Enjoyment, ___ 'Prips, __ Duty, 'ro be with 
friends, _Jioney, __ Ple.y concerts, _Others, list __ _ 
1a:. Would you like more opportunity to ple.y? Yes No 
1:3. Do you attend? ,_.Ever:r rehears ell, ___ About, Fev; re heersels 
~--=~-----· ------
15. If you play in a group please fill in the following. List 
church, civic, lodge, end e.ny other c;roups. 
Ncme 1\urnber .'rime spent Sponsor Three nurnbers List places 
p,f of per week played by where it has 
\x£QQ] __ JL~!!ll?~~-~--,.------·----=r-------·---2.1:-:...C2..~12---------·- a TJD e ar_ed __ _ 
I __ I ! Ste.r favorite I · --------··r .. ··-·--·---·---r-------·- ~-------r- -l----~----
-----------~- .. ------·--.. --..!.·----·------· _____ l_____ ~ 
Letter to Directors of Post School J\:usic Organizations: 
Dear ,--i. i:)lr: 
105 South Orange Avenue 
Lodi, California 
]'or IClJ'2 Ivle.ster Is rrhesis at the College of the Pacific I .. 
c~m me.k:lng a survey of the opportunities for l)CJ.rticipat ing in 
oree.nizations. As a director of a group which provides such 
opportunity you can help me greatly by filling in the enclosed 
queotionnaire. 




C".:_uestionnsire sent to Leaders of po:.;;t school instrumental 
Lusic organizations: 
Home ________ Oc cup at i on. ___ __;Le e.der of 
(Group name) 
1. Do you receive pay for your work with the group. 
2. Who pays you? ··---
3. Check the means used to finunce your group. 
Sponsored 
by __ _ 
Yes No 
(Check)-
_Concerts, __ Municipal funds, _Donations, _:_School funds, 
~--- --·--------
_ _J ... odge, _:B,e es paid by members, Others list - ' --------------
4. Give the number of members in yom:- group • __ )' .. verege ottend-
ence __ _ 
5. J ... ist the number of instruments in your group. Circle those 
furnished. 
<T. 1' ;r' 1 _v lO ll1S, ___ v lO as, ___ 'cellos, __ Basses, _Piano, __ Harps,· 
Drums, Clarinets, Oboes, Flutes, Bassoons, -- - ··- -- --
_Saxo:phone s; 'rrurnpets, Horns, Trombones, Ba.r i tones, --- - - -
__ _:rubas. 
6. Check the means of g<J.ining interest and a.ttenclance which you 
use. Good music I)ay in money __ 'rrips, -~Dinners, - '·-·- ' --
Soeial gatherings, __ Concerts, Free lodge membership, 
EB..l'B....d..Bl.i_,~he r s ,___lis t r-----=-=-· ~-==·======= 
(School, Church, 
etc • ) ~-------·-·---·-· -----------------.. -·--
E3. Is there a charge for the rehearsal hall? Yes No 
Vlho pays? 




11. List three selections played by your group_. 
12. Vihat s.re your tJ:u~ee most important problems? 
13. How have you met them? 
·---------
e-~~- -- -----
